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ABSTRACT 

A system of ordinary differential equations describing the dynamics of two 

size structured species competing for a single unstuctured resource in a chemostat 

is derived, under the assumption that all physiological parameters of the species are 

periodic functions of time. The existence of nontrivial periodic solutions of those 

systems is considered. Under fairly general conditions, using global bifurcation tech

niques, we show that a continuum of solutions bifurcate from a noncrirical periodic 

solution of the reduced system. The average death rate of one component of the 

system is used as a bifurcating parameter. The positivity and stability of the bi

furcating branch solutions are studied. The stability is shown to depend on the 

stability of the reduced system and the direction of bifurcation. 

Application to mathematical ecology is given by considering several specific 

cases where all system parameters are constant except some selected parameters 

which are taken to be small amplitude oscillations around a positive mean value. 

Those specific cases are studied both analytically and numerically. 

It is also shown, that the average size of individuals of each species is gov

erned by a nonautonomous logistic equation whose solution under fairly general 

conditions approaches the unique positive periodic solution of the calssical periodic 

logistic equation. The relationship between competitive success, coexisting species 

and species size is discussed. Some biological considerations are addressed including 

the Size-Efficiency-Hypothesis, the effects of seasonality and food limitation on the 

coexistence of both species. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The ecological literature on species interactions and the structure of animal com

munities stresses t he importance of body size in ameliorating interspecific compe

tition. Size has a predominant influence on animal energetic requirements and it 

imposes important constraints on the manner in which an organism interacts ",ith 

its environment and with other species. However theoret.ical mathematical work on 

size structured population dynamic is in a formation stage and there is little work 

on t.he interactions among such populations. One example is the paper by Cush

ing [IS] in which there is derived and analyzed a general competition model ",it h 

constant. coefficients for the dynamics of 77 size-structured species competing for a 

single unstruct.ured resource. 

Also important are the effects of periodic fluctuations in physiological and en

vironmental parameters. Such cyclic fluctuations may play an important role in 

the dynamic of population growth. For example models with constant coefficients 

predict that coexistence of two or more species occurs only under restrictive condi

tions. However, mechanisms that cause model parameters t.o "ary temporally may 

promote the coexistence of species that use the same resource. Several papers have 

studied these questions~ including Cushing [11, 12, 13, 14, 1.5, 16, 17]. Butler and 

Freedman [4], De :i\lottoni and Schiaffinio [35], Rosenblat [39], Badii and Schiaffino 

[1], Cohen and Rosenblat [9]. These references deal all with periodic differential 

equations of unst ructured populations. 

There can be a strong interrelation between these two features. i.e. between body 
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size and seasonality. For example \Verner and Gilliam [49] suggests that such an 

interrelation can be important because species that undergo changes in body size 

are subject to temporal changes in their competitive coefficients. Lynch [33] points 

out the importance that both size and seasonal fluctuations in the competitive co

efficients have in regulating the dynamics of a population. The importance of these 

factors has also been stressed in other studies in the ecological literature ( e.g. see 

[29,21,20,30,45,46,47,48]). 

Another example concerns the observation that association of the species in t.he 

Zooplankton communities are strongly influenced by body size which led Brooks 

and Dodson [3] to propose the size efficiency hypothesis SEH. However the failure 

to verify the first principle of the SEH, that larger species are more efficient com

petitors. has been attributed in the ecological literature to number of complications 

inevitably present in nat ural populations, one of which is the temporal em'iromen

tal fluctuations causing competit.ive coefficients to vary temporally. HencE', it seems 

reasonable to allow temporal variability in the competitive coefficients of a size 

structured population in order to study such effects. 

\Ve will derive the periodic version of a. size-structured model with constant 

coefficients derived and analyzed by Cushing [18]. The cyclic fluctuations in the 

competitive coefficients will be modeled by placing periodic functions in the model 

equations. The principles used by Cushing [18] for the derivation of the model with 

constant coefficients will still be valid for this case. The model, which is based 

upon a model of Diekmann, Metz, Kooijman and Heijmans [19], is relevant to a 

wide variety of animals, especially lower vertebrates and invertebrates in freshwater 

communities (mainly because resource uptake rate is assumed proportional to body 
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surface). 

The model is built from certain submodels for birth death and growth rat.es. The 

competitive model considered here is constructed by compiling two such systems 

together through their exploitation of the common resource. \Ve will make the same 

simplifying assumptions as Cushing [18] about the competing species, namely that 

the energy utilized for metabolic maintenance is negligible relative to the energy 

used for growth and reproduction and that there is no significant juvenile st.age. 

We will be considering two different size-structured models where t he structuring 

variable is respectively volume and length. Using these assumptions! systems of 

ordinary differential equations for the dynamics of population level statistics are de

rived from the underlying int.egro-partial differential system derived by Diekmann 

et al [19]. 

The first model "'e consider (Chapters 3 and 4) is a. system of ordinary differential 

equations which models the competition of two volume structured species for a sin~ 

gle unst ruct ured resource in limited supply. The model is similar to that for models 

of competition in a chemostat ( which is often considered as a laboratory model for 

a simple natural lake). The ultimate form of the model is similar to that of a more 

familiar unstructured exploitative competition model. The structured model ",it.h 

constant coefficients has been studied by Cushing. The unstructured model with 

const.ant coefficients has been extensively studied in the mathematicalliterat.ure 

( e.g. see Butler and WolkO\\'icz [6, 7] for nutrient uptake of the general form con

sidered here and Hsu, Hubbel and \Valtman [27, 28] and Hsu [24, 2.j] for nutrient 

uptake of ?-.Iichaelis-l\'lenten type). The results from those studies demonstrate that 

the principle of competith'e exclusion holds for those cases, i.e. either all species die 
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out or one species always win the competition the others dying out. This is because 

in these models coexistence of two species is possible only on a subset of parameter 

space of measure zero. 

The unstructured model for the variable nutrient chemostat has been investigated 

by Hsu [26], Smith [43], Hale and Somolinos [22], where the input concentration is 

periodic and the nutrient uptake rate is of Michaelis-Menten type. Coexistence of 

the competing predators population in the form of a periodically oscillat ing solution 

was established under certain conditions. The chemostat. model with periodic wash 

out rate has been studied by Butler, Hsu and "Waltman [5] where again coexistence 

was also established under certain conditions. 

The novelty of our model, apart from being a model of a size-structured popu

lat.ion containing competitive coefficients that are not present in the unstructured 

model. is that we allow periodic fluctuations in all model parameters as well as a 

nutrient uptake rate of a very general form. 

In Chapter .j, we will consider the second st.ructured competition model based on 

body length. This model is a complex system of differential equations. The version 

of this model ",ith constant coefficients has been studied by Cushing [18] ,\'ho used a 

linear transformation to reduce it to a more tractable system, with structure similar 

to a model extensively studied in the literature. For our model there is no applicahle 

results in the literature and we must give our own analysis. 

The follo",ing results are shown for those models. 

In Chapter 3, the positivity of the solutions and the existence of a global branch 

of periodic solutions of the two species model that bifurcates from a posith"e peri

odic solution of the reduced one species system is established, using the averagf' of 
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the death rate of the second species as a bifurcation parameter. The solutions are 

positive at least locally near the bifurcation point. 

The mathematical approach used for the proof of those theorems is that taken 

by Cushing [14] for periodic Kolmogrov systems and is based upon a very general 

abstract theorem of Rabinowitz [38, Theor. 1.25]. The stability of both the posi

tive branch solutions and the periodic solution of the reduced system are studied at 

least locally near the bifurcation point. It is found that the stability of t.he positi"e 

branch solutions depends on the stability properties of the solut.ion of the reduced 

system and on the direction of the bifurcation. 

\Ve also deri"e the model equations for the asymptotic average weight of an incli

vidual of e\"ery species. Under the simplifying assumptions that the resource uptake 

rate function asymptotically approaches a periodic functional uptake we show th<lt 

the a\"erage weight are go\"erned by a non-autonomous logistic equation ",hose solu

tion approaches the unique periodic solution of a non-autonomous periodic logistic 

equation. The periodic solution of the classical logistic equation with periodic coeffi

cients has been studied both analytically and numerically in several papers S<lnchez 

[40], Coleman [10]. Boyce and Daley [2], Nisbet and Gurney [36] and Sonne\"eld <lnd 

Van Kan [44]. 

In Chapter 4, we will illustrate specifically how coexistence cau occur between 

the two species by studying specific periodic biological mechanisms and their effects. 

Cushing [16] concentrates on periodicity in resource consumption rates in order t~ 

study the effects of time sharing of a resource niche on competitive coexistence in 

an unstructured model of two predators competing for a single renewable reSOUl'ce. 

\Ve will consider \'arious other mechanisms which have been pointed out in the eco-
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logical literature by several authors. Fraser [21] suggested that time sharing of a 

resource niche is a vital effective means which can promote the coexistence of some 

species of salamanders. Hutchinson [29] suggested that non coincident breeding and 

development schedule can be of major importance in promoting coexistence of some 

species. Lynch [33] attributed the same effect to fluctuations in the metabolism co

efficient s. Those mechanisms has also been stressed in other studies in t he ecological 

literature. In Chapter 4, we will study these precise mechanisms and their relations 

to competitive coexistence by allowing appropriate parameters in our model to be 

periodic. In these examples, the two species are in competition for a single resource 

and interact only indirectly through the common consumption of this resource. The 

interactions terms are taken to be of Michaelis-Menten form (or Holling type I). Our 

study of these examples will show not only that periodicities can allo\\' the coex

istence of two species competing for a single resource (who would ot.herwise suffer 

competitive exclusion) but exactly how this can occur. Specifically our analysis will 

show how phase and amplitude differences in key model parameters pla~' a crucial 

role. 

We also define the" size of a species': and study the relationship between" com

petitive success" and the size of a species. '\'e will show that there is no clear cut 

relationship between competitive success and the size of a species. It is not always 

true for our model species that a smaller species will be excluded by a larger species 

or that species of different sizes cannot coexist. These results provide some expla

nation for the failure of species size to be a reliable indicator of competitive success 

and support the contention that the component of the SEH [23] which claims that 

larger species are more efficient. competit.ors is overly simplistic. 
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In Chapter 5, we consider a model for populations structured by body length. 

As in Chapter 3 we prove the positivity of the solutions starting at positive initial 

value. \Ve also show the existence of positive periodic solutions for the reduced 

one species system and for the two species system. The stability of those positiye 

periodic solutions is also studied. Despite the complex structure of this model, we 

succeed in using the same mathematical approach as in Chapter 3, which was used 

by Cushing [14] for periodic Kolmogrov systems and is based on an abstract theo

rem of Rabinowitz [3S], i.e. using the average of the second species' death rate as 

a bifurcation parameter, we prove the existence of a continuum of positive periodic 

solutions that bifurcates from the positive periodic solution of the reduced system. 

We also derive equations dynamic for the average area and length of an individual 

of the ith species and study their solutions under the simplifying assumption of slow 

growing species. Though the theory for this model is rather complete~ it is difficult 

to obtain results for specific applications studied in Chapter :3 because of the com

plexi t.y of t he formulas. One case we can succesfully analyze how~ver is t hat of slow 

growing species,in which case we show how the same results obtained for t he various 

cases st tidied for t.he volume structured model are also true for the lengt h structured 

model. rnder this assumption at least, the conclusions drawn for the coexistence 

cases in the volume struct ured model also hold for the length structured model, also 

the results on the relationship between competitive success and the average size of 

the species then hold. 
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CHAPTER 2 

MODEL DERIVATION 

2.1 A model of size structured population growth 

In this section we will derive equations for the population level growth dynamics 

of two species competing for a common limited food resource. \\;e will use the 

modeling principles of Diekmann et al. [19] and the t.echniques of Cushing [18]. 

Let t.he physiological state of each individual be given by the value of an n-vector 

.1'.Thus the state space of the individuals is n some subset of ~n. The individuals 

have orbits in n, t he beginning and the end of such orbits being the physiological 

stat.e at birth and death respectively. \Ve assume that in between the orbit.s are 

determined by an ordinary differential equation 

d;l' - = v(:r) 
dt 

where 'V : n -+ ~71 describes the velocity with which the individuals mo\'(' through n. 

v may depend on other \'ariahles, but we do not at this point include this explicitly 

in our notation. 

Let. p( t. .1') : n -+ ~+ where ~+ is the set of positive real numbers, be the density 

function at time t, that is for each no c n the number of individuals at time t with 

physiological state belonging to no is given by 

f p(t,x)dx. JOa 

Equations for the population level growth dynamics incorporating the birth. death 

and growth rates have been derived by Diekman et al. [19], based on the balance 
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law 

~~ + div(p.v) = sources - sinks 

where sources and sinks describe birth and death. A full treatment can be found in 

Metz and Diekmann [34, Chap. 1.3], (see also Lin and Segel [31], Segel [41], Sinko 

and Streifer [42] and the paper by Segel and Oster in Diprima [37] ). 

This methodology will be the foundation of the size structured models derived in 

this chapter. 

In this dissertation, we are interested in the case where the state of individuals 

are characterized by their size. Let. the physiological st.ate of each individual be 

given by a real number s which is a measure of body size such as length~ surface 

area, or volume. \Ve will specify all the functions involved from first principals. t 

will denote time~ 1l' weight. s a measure of size (such as body length. surface area 

or volume) and R food density. 

\\'e start with individual growth. It is assumed that the per unit volume ingestion 

of food by an indh'idual equals f(R)[', " = 2,3. The basis for this assumption is 

that the maximum rate of food intake of animal should equal the maximum digestive 

rate which scales with the surface area or with the volume of the digestive apparatus. 

It is assumed that this rate is positive, whenever the r~source density is nonzero: 

.f(O) = 0 f(R) > 0 for R > O. 

A typical such relationship is the !vHchaelis-Menten or Holling type II expression 

cR 
f(R) = -R C> 0 a > O. a+ 

In r.Jetz and Diekmann [34], a and c are constant numbers. \Ve will assume 

right now that. those coefficients are constant, but they will ultimately considered 
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to be periodic functions of time. V\'e also assume that a fraction ~ of the ingested 

energy is chanel1ed to maintenance and growth and a fraction (1- ~) to reproduction. 

Finally, maintenance is assumed to be proportional to weight. The result is a growth 

equation of so called Von Bertalanffy type, 

where 17 is a conversion factor relating weight to food units. The coefficients ". 

and 17 will ultimately be periodic functions of time. The + accounts for the fact 

that large animals stop growing but do not shrink when food density drops to zero. 

(Z+ := 1170.1'(Z,0)). Transforming to size we find 

ds 

dt 
ds dw 

= -d '-d := g(t,s) w t 

s{O) - Sb. 

9 could be time dependent either explicitly or implicitly through the resource 

density R. Sb, the size at birt.h is assumed to be a fixed constant. Here ~ is the 

metabolism rate; i.e. the rate (per unit volume) of food units needed for metabolic 

maintenance. 

\Ve will derive dynamical equations for population level growth incorporating the 

birth, death and growth rates by using the modeling principles and techniques of 

l\Ietz and Diekmann [34]. also see Sinko and Steifer [42]. Submodels for the birth 

rates will be specified later. If p{t,s) denotes population density as a function of 

time t and size s. so that J:
2
1 p(t, s) ds denotes the number of individuals with size 
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between S1 and S2, then 

ap~~.II) + :11 [g(t,s)p(t,s)] = -d(t)p(t,s) Sb < S < s(R), t > 0 

p{t,s)=O s>s(R), t>O 

g{t,Sb)p{t,Sb) = f:. B(t,s)p{t,s)ds 
J 

t > O. 

(2.1 ) 

Here, B( t, s) denotes the individual reproductive rate, and could be time dependent 

either explicitly or implicitly through the resource density R. s(R) is the size at 

which all food is needed just for maintenance. Sj is the size at which the indh'iduals 

start making young. It is also assumed that the individual death rate d > 0 is a 

function of time and is independent of size and resource density R. 

The model derived above is based upon one of Diekmann, l\'Ietz. Kooijman and 

Heijmans [19] models for the growth dynamics of a typical invertebrate species ( e.g. 

Zooplanktors such as Daphnia). 

To complete the formulation of the model, the dynamics of the resource must be 

specified. The simplest assumption is that the food resource density R is somehow 

held constant over time, this case is investigated in some detail by Metz and Diek-

mann [:3-1]. 

The more realistic case where resource density can change due to the feeding ac

tivity of the population and the other external causes will be considered here. If 

~'(R) denotes the inherent density dependent growth rate of the resource R = R(t) 

in the absence of feeding by the population p, then 

dR is -d = /'~(R) - f(R) p(t, s )s'Y ds, I = 2. 3. 
t ~ 

A typical resource growth law is 

/.·(R) = (Ro(t) - R)d(t) 
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where Ro(t), d(t) E B+(p), the set of positivep periodic functions. This growth law 

corresponds to a periodic replenishment of food particle and a periodic food loss, 

(for example, dilution in a continuous flow culture such a chemostat ). 

Equations (2.1) constitute the starting point for the competition model to be con

sidered in this dissertation. We are interested in the dynamics of two competing 

species of the type meeting the assumptions described above, all of which attempt 

to utilize t he same limiting resource R. 

It will be assumed that the two interacting species whose densit.ies will be denoted 

by Pi. i = 1,2 interact with each other by means of this common limited food re-

source and in no ot her way. So that the interaction is of the type usually referred 

to e;l'ploitat it'f;. Thus it is assumed that there is no significant interference between 

indi\'iduals of opposing species, which directly affect growth dynamics (such as ag-

gressi\'e behavior, the production of toxic wastes, etc ... ). In this wa~' one can model 

the two species interaction by means of uncoupled equations for each indi\'idual 

species, together with a modified resource equation which affects the coupling and 

the competition. Thus for i = 1,2, we have the equations 

i/ifJi(t,S) + %s [gi(i,8)Pi(i,s)] = -dj(t)pj(t,s) sb,:5 s:5 sj(R). t > 0 

Pi(t,S)=O s>sdR) t>O 

gi(t:Sb,)pi(t,Sb;} = Js~', Bj(t,S)Pi(t,s)ds 

~~ = k(R) -Ll=l fi(R) J:~ pi(t, s )1'1 ds , 

t > 0 

t > 0 

Here the subscripted quantities represent the corresponding species specific quantity 

for the single species model. 

We ha\'(' yet to model the birth rates Bi(t, s). Recall that a fraction (1 - ".) of the 

ingested energy is channelled to reproduction. We assume that the indh'iduals start 
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making young when their length has reached a certain value Sj, since they first have 

to build up their reproductive apparatus and reproduction ceases when the growth 

rate drops to zero. More precisely, we assume that the individual reproductive rate 

B(t, s) is given by 

if S < Sj 

if Sj ~ S ~ .§.{R) 
{ max(sj,.§.{R))} ~ S ~ s(R) 

Here .... ' is a conversion factor relating food units to weight for reproduction, i.e. (.I..'Wb 

is the amount of food needed to reproduce one offspring. (.1..' and I{ will later be 

assumed to be in B+(p). §.(R) is the size at which growth stops at food density R 

and s(R) is the size at which all food is needed just for maintenance. i.e . 

.§.(R) = e-1 nf(R) ~ e-1 f(R) = s(R). 

If volume (yia an appropriate choice of units) is interpreted as weight, then'll' = f3 

and Wb = l~ where h is the length at birth. The dependence of resource upt.ake on 

resource density R is expressed by f = f(R). 

The aboye submodel for birth rate can be incorporated int.o the equations (2.1). 

Typical "alues for I for a wide variety of animals, for example invertebrate and many 

Zooplankton species (Hall et al. [23]) lie between 2 and 3. The two cases i = 2. and 3 

will be considered here, i.e. resource uptake and net resource availability for growt.h 

and reproduction scale to body surface area and body volume or weight respectively. 

This will be done under two simplifying assumptions. First it will be assumed 

that the amount of ingested food needed for metabolic maintenance is negligible 

compared to that utilized for growth and reproduction. Thus mat.hematically e = 0 

and accordingly §.( R) = s( R) = +00. 
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Secondly, it will be assumed that individuals need not grow significantly before 

being capable of reproducing, so that Sbj = Sjj = Sj. 

2.1.1 Model I 

For I = 3 it is convenient to use s = w = [3 as the structuring variable in the model . 
above. Thus 

9 - j3(t)/(R)s 

where 

a(t) = (1 - K(t)) , (3(t) = K(t) 
w(t) 7](t) 

and I\(t). 77(t), l.4,.(t) E B+(p). 

2.1.2 Ivlodel II 

For '/ = 2: simpler e.quations result if we use length s = I, namely 

9 _ (3(t) f(R) 
3 

B - o:(t)S;3 f(R)S2 

(2.2) 

(2.:3) 

where h'(i), 7](i), l.4,'(i) E B+(p). \Ve again assume that death or remo\'als occur 

independently of size or resource, hence 0 < d(t) E B+(p). 

Using one or the other of these submodels in equations (2.1): we obtain 

OtP+ os(gp) = -dp S> Sb t > 0 

gPIS=Sb = IsO; Bpds t > O. 
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They will be coupled with a dynamical equation for the growth of the resource 

species R = R( t) of the form 

dR 
dt = "~(R) - f(R)S 

where "~(R) describes the resource dynamics in the absence of predator species and 

where 

_. { IsC; wp(t, w) dw = total population vollime 01' biomass 
,)(t) = 

Is:' 12p(t, l) dl = total population surface a1'€.a 

Also, we will be interested in the case where two species utilize and compete for 

t.he resource R in which case two systems of these equations are coupled 

where 

dR 2 
(c) dt = "-(R) - ~fi(R)Si 

1=1 

for A10del I where s = w 
for A10de! II when s = I 

for A10de! I whe:re s = ZS = w 
for A10del II whre s = I 

Let ~+ = [0, +(0): it will be assumed throughout that 

HI : fi : ~+ -4 ~+ and ,,~: ~+ -4 ~ are one continuously differentiable 

with /i(O) = 0 and "'(0) ~ O. 

H 2 : "'i, 17i ""'j E B+(p), for i = 1,2. 

(2.-1) 

(2 .. 5 ) 
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2.2 The dynamics of total population 

The treatment of the model equations will be carried by reducing them to an equh'

alent and more tractable system of ordinary differential equations for appropriat.e 

population level st.atics for each species. This will be done under the assumptions 

that 

Thus we write 

Wi = Wb,· 

2.2.1 Model I 

It is assumed that Pi( t, s) vanishes as s ~ 00 and has finite moments. 

IFi = 1~ Pi(i,w)'l.udw Pi = [00 pi(t.w)dtc 
JUII 

which represent the t.otal volume or biomass of all individuals and the total number 

of individuals in t.he population respectively. Equations for t.he rate of change of the 

moment s lri and Pi can be derived by integrating equations (2.4), multiplied by U,I' 

for v = 0 and 1, with respect to w from w = Wi to 00 and using (2.4b), This results 

111 

2 

R' - k(R) - L fi(R)IVi 
i=1 

ll': - (-di(t) + (oi(i) + ,Bi(i)) fi(R)) IF; 

P: - -di(i)Pj + O"j(i)u\fi(R)lVj (2.G) 
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where R(O) > OJ H'i(O) > OJ Pi(O) > O. The periodic coefficients 

Oi(t) 
(1 - Ki(t)) 

- Wi(t) 

Pi( t) -
Ki(t) 
r/i(t) 

will be referred to as reproductive and growth efficiency coefficients respect.ively. 

The constant Wi is the weight at birth for individuals of the ith species. 

2.2.2 Model II 

It is assumed that Pi( t, s) vanishes at s = 00 and has finite moments 

Ai(i) = {'X' pi (t,s)s2ds 
ls, 

Pi (t) = [CO Pi (t, s) ds l s , 

1
0:;, 

Li(i) = pi(t, S)8 ds 
s, 

which represent the total surface area of all individuals, the total length of all incli-

viduals. and the tot al number of individuals in the population respectively. 

Rathel' than treat equations (2.4) directly an equivalent system of ordinary dif

ferential equations for the quantities Ai, L i , Pi will be derived from (2.4a), by 

int.egrating equation (2.4a) multiplied by [II, V = 0, 1, 2 with respect to I from 

I = Ii to cx;. and using (2.4b) in the boundary terms. This results in the following 

system of ordinary differential equations 

R' = J.·(R) - 11 (R)Al - h(R)A2 

Pt = -di(t)Pi + Ii(R)A1; Pi 

where Pi = col (Ai, Li, Pd and 

( 

o,(t) 
-1,-

~33(t) 

O'i(t) 

T 
o 

Pi (t) 
-3-

~) i3 , 
o . 
o 

(2.7) 
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To summarize, in our model system for two size-structured species competing for 

a single resource, we have the following: 

R(t) = the resource density at time t; 

Ai( t) = the total surface area of all individuals of the ith species at time t ; 

Lj(t) =the total body length of all individuals of the ith species at time t; 

Pj(t) =the total number of all individuals of the ith species at time t: 

/..( R) =resource growth rate in the absence of predation by all n competing 

species; 

!i(R) =resource uptake rate of the ith species; 

diU) =death removal rate of the ith species; 

and the coefficients Q'i and ,Bi are defined by (1.6) with 

"'i(t) = fraction of ingested resource utilized for individual grO\\'th by indi

yiduals of the ith species; 

7]i( t) = conversion factor relating weight to food units for indh'iduals growt h 

by individuals of the ith species. 
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CHAPTER 3 

A COMPETITIVE SYSTEM \VITH PERIODIC COEFFICIENTS 

Vve begin by setting up some notation. Let B(p) denote the banach spa.ce of 

continuous p-periodic real valued functions under the supremum norm. 

Ixlo = sup Ix(t)l 

O~t~p 

B+(p) := {x E B(p); x(t) > 0 for all t} 

Consider the 2 species competition model, 

(0) R' = D(t)(Ro(t) - R) - h(t, R)Wl - /2(t. R)tC2 

(b)w~ = (-d1(t)+(adt)+.Bl(t))h(t,R))Wl 

(c)u'; = (-d2(t) + (02(t)+f32(t))h(t,R))W2 (3.1) 

and the one species model, 

(a)R' - D(t)(Ro(t)-R)-h(t,R)tl'1 

(b)w~ - (-d1(t) + (Ol(t) +.Bl(t))h(t.R)) U'l (3.2) 

obtained by setting W2 = O. 

Let n denote an open interval in ~ ( the set of all real numbers). containing the 

origin. Assume the following: 

1. f; : ?R x n ~ ~ are continuous functions. Assume f;(t, R) are p-periodic 

ill t. twice continuously differentiable in R, and inrreasing functions of R 
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for each fixed t. 

2. ji(t, 0) = o. 
3. Qi(i). (3i(t), di(t) and D(t) E B+(P) for i = 1,2. 

Define Jl = -av[d1(t)] and let c!i(t) = d1 (t) + /1. Then av[c!i(t)] = O. 

By a solution of (3.1) is meant, a differentiable triple (R(t), Wl(t), W2(t)) and by a 

posith'e periodic solution is meant a solution (R(t),Wl(tLu'2(t)) E B!(p) := 

B+ (p) x B+(p) x B+(p). Similar definitions are used for (3.2). 

A continuum C in a Banach space is a closed connected set. D is a subcontinuum 

of C if Dee and D is a continuum itself. The projection of a continuum C C 

lR x B x B onto ~ is called the spectrum of C. 

3.1 One species and one resource 

It is easy to see by direct integration that the equation 

R' = D(t )(Ro(t) - R) ( 3.:3) 

has a unique positi\'e periodic solution R = R- E B+(p). Define the real number 

(3.4) 

\Ve also define 

In this section, the existence of a continuum of positive periodic solutions of (3.2) 

that bifurcates from the solution (R-. 0) as the bifurcation parameter JI increases 

through the critical \'alue Jio = -dr will be established. \Ve will also study the 
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local asymptotic stability of the p-periodic solutions lying in a sma)) neighborhood 

of the bifurcation point (R,Wlj/l) = (R*,Oj/lo) as it depends on the bifurcating 

parameter /l = -av[dl(t)]. Both the solutions (R*, OJ /l)j /l E ~, and those lying in 

a neighborhood of the bifurcation point (R*, OJ /lo) will be considered. 

First we establish the invariance of the positive cone. 

Lemma 3.1 If(R, wd is a solution of (3.2) with positit'E initial conditions. then it 

remains positivE. f01' all futu1'e time. 

Proof: From equation (3.2) it is easy to see that WI(t) remains posith'e for all t > ° 
if wdO) > O. Suppose now that R(t) is not positive for all time and let T be the 

first time R(t) vanishes, then R'(T) ::; O. But R'(T) = D(T)Ro(T) > 0 which is a 

contradiction. 0 

Theorem 3.1 Suppose. assumptions 1, 2 and 3 are satisfied. 

i. FoI'l' := -addl(t)l, (R-,OiJI) as a solurion (3.2) is asymptotically stablf fol' 

JI < Jlo alld llllstabh fol' JI > Jio where JIo = -dr is defined by (:3.4). 

ii. If d~(t) E B(p) is all arbitrary p€1'iodic function with al'[d~(t)] = O. thf11 the I'f 

exists a continuum E+ = {(R,W}il1)} c B~_(p) x~, containing (R-,Oil1o) and 

such that (R,WI:/I) E E+ - {(R*,Oj/lo)} implies that (R,wd > 0 so/t!es (3.2) with 

ddt) = -I' + ~(t). Furthermore, if (R, WI; Il) E E+, then 0 < av[d}] < (Ir. 

Proof: i. Let R- be the positive periodic solution of (3.3). Linearize the system 

(3.2) at (R-, 0). The floquet exponent that determines the stability of the solution 

(R-,O) is 
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hence it is stable for 11 < /10 and unstable for /1 > /10, 

ii. Define z = R - R*. We can write the equation (3.2) as 

(a) z' = -D(t)z - 11 (t, R")Wl + g2(t, Z, WI) 

(b) w~ = (-c4(t) + /1 + (Ol(t) + ,81 (t)) Il(t, R*)) WI + gl(t,Z,Wt} (3.5) 

''''here 

gl ( t 1 :: , WI) = (a 1 (t) + ,81 (t )) (.fl (t, z + R*) - .fl ( t. R")) WI 

92 (t, Z, WI) = (-it (t, z + R") + It (t, R· )) WI . (3.6) 

The operators gl: n~(R·) ~ B(p) and g2: n~(R*) ~ B(p) are continuous and 

higher order than linear near (0,0), i.e. gi(=, wt} = o(lzl: IWI/) as (Zl U'l) ~ (OlO). 

\Ve can formulate the problem of finding a nontrivial periodic solution of (3 .. 5) as 

t.hat of finding a nontriyial solution of an operat.or equation in B(])) x B(]» as follows. 

Choose C ;/; {H' [(01 (t) + ,BdO ).fdt, R·)] and rewrite (3 .. 5b) as 

\\'here A = I'+c. Let edt,s), G2(t,s) be the Green functions of the linear equations 

z' = -D(t)z 

respectiYely. Gi( t, s) i = 1,2 exist, since 

av[D(t)] ;/; 0, 

at' [-cfi(t) - c+ (Ol(t) + ,8l(t)).fl(t,R·)] ;/; O. 



The Green's functions define compact linear operators Li: B(p) ..... B(p)j 

i = 1,2 by means of the integrals 

Ll~ = foP G1 (t, S )~(s) ds 

L21/ = foP G2(t, s)1/(s) ds 
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1/, ~ E B(p). The problem of finding a nontrivial solution of (3.2) is equiyalent to 

finding a nontrivial solution of the operator equation 

(3.7) 

where (.:~ wd E B2(p)j L : B2(p) ..... B2(p) and G: n~(R·) ..... B2(p) are defined by 

(a) L(z, wd = [L2Wh Ll (-h(t, R-) L2wd] 

(b)G(,:.W],A) = [L29],L1 (-h(t,R-)L29d(z,wd+L I 92] (3.8) 

where gi~ i = L 2 are defined by (3.6). L is a compact linear oparator and G is a 

completely continuous operator of order higher than linear near (z. U'I) = (0.0). 

To proye (ii). we will use a bifurcation theorem of Rabinowitz [38] using ,\ as 

bifurcation parameter. To do this, we need to show that L has a unique . real 

characteristic value A = Ao of odd multiplicity. In fact. we will show that L has a 

simple characterist ic "alue Ao > O. The linear operator equation (z, U'I) = AL (':.1/'1 ) 

is equiyalent to t.he linearized system: 

-' - -D(t)z - 11 (t, R-)Wl 

tL'~ = (11- d?(t) + (ol(i) + f31(t))!I(t,R-)) WI· 

From the second equation we see that this system has a unique nontrivial periodic 

solution if and only if 
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which occurs if Jl = /10 where 

Hence L has a unique characteristic value>. = >'0 = /10 + c i= O. >'0 i= 0 since 

It. remains to show that>. = >'0 is simple. 

Let (.=0. wo) be a characteristic solution for>. = >'0. Then 

Suppose there exists a pair (z, w) =f: (0,0), such that (J - >'OL)2(Z, I.e) = O. 'Ve want 

to show that (z,w) = C1(ZO,WO), for some C1 E~. Define 

(3.9) 

Then (J - '\oL)(z-,w-) = 0 which implies 

for some C2 E ~. That is (z-, w-) solves the system: 

z' = -D(i)z-f1(t,R-)w+>'OC2Z0 

W' - (,10 - cfl(t) + (Ol(t) + !31{t)).ft(t, R-)) to + >'OC2WO. 

The Fredlhom alternative implies that >'OC2WO must be orthogonal to the adjoint 

solution I~O' that is f >'OC2dt = 0; hence C2 = 0 since >'0 i= O. But this implies 

that (z-. 11'-) = (0.0). This together with (3.9), imply that (z~ w) is a characteristic 

solution for>. = >'0' Hence (z, tv) is a constant multiple of (zo, u'o). 
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Corrollary 1.12 and Theorem 1.25 in Rabinowitz paper [38] imply the existence of 

a continuum E C n~(R*) x ~ which contains the bifurcation point (R*, 0; flo), such 

that (R, WI; fl) E E implies that (R, wd E B2(p) solves system (3.2) with d(t) = 
-Ji + d?(t). E is either unbounded or connects to the boundary of n~(R*) x ~ C 

B2(p) x~. Furthermore in a suitable small neighborhood of (R*, 0, flo), E = E+UE

where ~+ and E- are continua for which E+ n E- = HR·, 0; flo)} and the solutions 

from E+ - {(R*,O:po)} are posith·e. 

To show that (R,!I'll p) E E+ implies that 0 < av[ill ] < dr, it suffices to dh'ide 

equation (3.2b) by U'l and integrate over one period. The result follows since (/ t'[d1] = 

av[(ol + J) ).rdt~ R)] and R < R" for all positive periodic solutions R of (3.2). <> 

\Ve can study the stability of the positive periodic solutions given in t.heorem 

(:3.1) lying on t he bifurcation branch E near the bifurcation point by obt aining a 

Lyapuno\'-Schmidt. expansion near the bifurcation point. For a detailed discllssion 

of this method. see Levinson and Coddington [8]. 

\Ve write for t: > 0 

2 - lent: + WI2E + ... 

(3.10) 

\Ve want to determine the lowest order coefficients WIll RI and JII in the expansion 

above and then do an expansion for the Floquet exponents of the solution (3.10). 

To determine the coefficients WIll Rl and PI we substitute the expansion (3.10) 

in equation (3.2) and equate the coefficients of like powers of E. The lowest order 

terms yield the equation 
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which is satisfied by R* by definition. The o( f) terms yield the linear system 

(a) R~ - -D(t)Rl - ft(t, R*)wn 

(b) w~1 - ((al(t) + f31(t))fl(t,R*) -lfl(t) + po) Wll (3.11) 

which can solved for (Rl' wn) E B2(p) by first solving equation (3.11b) for U"ll > 0 

and then (3.11a) for Rl by use of the Green function L 1 • The o( €2) terms yield the 

nonhomogeneous linear system 

(a) R; = -D(t)R2 - fl(t~ R*)WI2 - flR(t, R*)RIW11 

(b) W~2 = (-lfl(t) + /10 + (al(t) + f31(t)) fl(t, R*)) W12 + 

(,ll + (al (t) + /31 (t)) ftR(t, R*)Rd tl.'l1 

where fIR(t: R-) = &h~~R·). 

(3.12) 

The Fredlhom alternath'e implies that the solution W12 of (3.12b) exists if the non

homogeneous terms are orthogonal to the adjoint solution _1_. This fact t.ogether 
WII 

with the equation (3.l1b) gives 

(:3.1:3) 

Since D(t) E B+(p)~ we see from (3.11a) that Rdt) < 0 for all t~ if 11'11(t) > O. 

Hence 1'1 ~ O. Thus we conclude that near the bifurcation point (R*, 0, Po). say for 

IJI- pol < b the continuum ~ has two subcontinua branches corresponding to f > O! 

f < 0 respectively 

~+ = {( R: WI, /1) E E, Ilo < /1 < 1'0 + b, Rl < 0, 1011 > O} 

~- = {(R. H.'I, 1') E ~, Jlo - b < I' < 1'0. RI > 0, Wl1 < O.} 
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It is the solutions on E+ which prove the existence of positive periodic solutions near 

the bifurcation point (R-, 0, /10), for /10 < /1 < /10 + b, i.e. for dr - b < at,[d1] < dr. 

Furthermore, the sign of /11 = /1 - /10 will determine the stability of the positive 

periodic solution in an open neighborhood of (R-, 0, /10). 

The next theorem describes a typical bifurcation and exchange of stability phe

nomenon as the solution (R-, OJ /10) , loses its stability to solutions on a bifurcating 

branch as the bifurcation parameter /1 passes through the critical value 1'0. 

Theorem 3.2 For JI = -av[d1 (t)] sufficiently close to the critical bi/llreat iOIl t'alllf 

jlo. the cO/'I'esponding positivE pe1'iodic solutions (R, WI) 0/ (:3.2) arE asymptotically 

stable. 

Proof: (R~. 0.1'0) is a nont.rivial solution of (3.2). The Floquet exponents of the 

linearization of (3.2) at (R-, 0) are given by av[-D(t)] which is negath·e. the other 

exponent is 

We proYed the existence of a continuum of positive periodic solutions of (:3.2) that 

bifUl'cates from (R~, 0) as I' passes through the critical value 1'0. 

The Lyapullm'-Schmidt expansion of this solution is given by (3.10). 'Ve want. to 

det.ermine \\'hat happens, for small lei, to the zero floquet exponent occurring at 

( = 0, that is. we want to find an expression for the coefficient e1 in the expansion 

(3.14) 

Linearizing (3.2) at the branch solution (Re, WIt), we get 



w; - ( -a1 (t) + Jlc + (01 (t) + ,81 (t)) II (t , R()) WI 

+ (01 (t) + ,81 (t)) /IR(i, Rc)Wl(R. 
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e is a floquet exponent of this system if and only if the linear homogeneous system 

R' - (-D(t) - IIR(t, R,)Wl( - e) R - /IR(t~ Rc)Wl 

w~ - (-c!f(t) + Jl, + (Ol(t) + ,81(t))ft(t,Rc) - e) WI 

+ (odt) + ,81 (1)) .flR(t, Rc)u-'!cR 

has a nontrh'ial solution. 

(3.15) 

A straightforward application of Lyapunov-Schmidt method. shows that the non

trivial periodic solution of (3.1.5) has the expansions 

U'1 = Wll(t) + WI2(t)€ + o(€2) 

R = Rdt) + R2(t)€ + O(€2) (3.16) 

for e given by the expansion in (3.14). To find t.he expression for the coefficient Cl. 

we substit ute these expansions into equation (3.1.5). The lowest order coefficients 

yield the system, 

(a) R; = -D(t)Rl + .fl(t,R-)U'l1 

(b) li';1 = (110 - a1(t) + (odt) + f31(t)).fd t ,R-)) UI11 

which is identical to (3.11) and implies W11 = W11 and Rl = R1. The coefficients of 

order € gh'es the lineal' nonhomogeneous system 

(a) R; - -D(t)R2 - elRl - .fl(t,R-)WI2 - .flR(t,R-) (R11L'11 + R1lt'11) 

(b) li,; 2 = Uto + (01 (t) + ,81 (t)) .fl (t! R-)) UI12 

+ (PI +.flR(t,R*)(01(t)+8d t ))(R1 +Rl) -€1) U'l1 (:3.1 i) 
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(3.17b) can be written as; 

W~2 - (Po + (QI(t) + f3I(t)) h(t, R-)) WI2 

+W11 (PI + 2 (a'I(t) + f3I(t)) hR(t, R-)RI - eI)' 

This is a nonhomogeneous version of (3.11b). The nonhomogeneous terms must 

be orthogonal to the adjoint solution _1_ By (3.13) this orthogonality condition 
Wll 

reduces t.o 

3.2 Two species and one resource 

Consider the two species competition model (3.1). Assume that the coefficients of 

(3.1) are such that the corresponding one species, one resource system has a positive 

periodic solution (RO, w~), that. is assume that 0 < at'[d1(t)] < dj"l then (Ro.lI'~. 0) is 

a solution of the two species one resource model (3.1). This solution will be used as a 

bifurcat ion point. for a continuum of positive periodic solutions using I' = -(/rf(/2(t)] 

as a bifurcation parameter. 

\\,'e will assume that (RO, w~) is such that. all ftoquet exponents are negative. 

Other\\'is('~ if (Ro. w~) is unstable, the bifurcation solution in a neighborhood of 

(RO, w~, 0) will also be unstable, which is of no biological significance to us because 

we are concerned with the stable coexistence of WI and 102. 

In this section, the existence of a continuum of positive periodic solutions of the 

two species, one resource model (3.1) will be established. \Ve will also study the 

stability of these ])osith'e periodic solutions and gh'e a condition under which the 

spectrum of the continuum is an interval of posith'e length. This will inst1I'f' that 
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there is an interval of values for the parameter p. on which two species can coexist 

on one resource. 

The following lemma, which establishes the invariance of the positive cone, is 

proved similarly to Lemma 3.1. 

Lemma 3.2 Solutions (R, WI, W2) of (3.1) with positive initial conditions remain 

positit'f fol' all fufll7'e time. 

The next theorem establishes the existence of positive periodic solutions of (3.1). 

Define 

dr = av [(a2(t) + f32(t))h(t, RO)] > O. 

n;(RO) = {(Z,Wl,W2) E B 3(p) IZ(t) + RO(t) E n f01' all t} 

Theorem 3.3 Assume 0 < addt ] < dir and (RO, w~) E Bi(p) is a sfabh nOllcritical 

solution of fhE systEm (3.2). Define 11° = -dr, and 11 = -(w[d2]. 

i. (Ro.ll'~,O) as a solution of (3.1) is locally asymptotically stabh /07'11 < 1'0, 

and unstabh. for I' > 11°· 

ii. Thcre exists a continuum ~+ C B~(p) x ~; containing (RO, w~, 0: 11°), such 

that (R. U't, H·'2: II) E ~+ - {(RO, wr, OJ 11°)} implies that (R.Wt,W2) > 0 8011'fs (3.1) 

with d2 (f) = -II + (Ig( t) when 11 i= O. 

Proof: (i) Linearizing (3.1) around the positive periodic solution (RO, tl'~, 0), 

we obtain the coefficient matrix 
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(3.18) 

dj , ail Pi. fi and fiR, i = 1,2 are all periodic functions of time but we do not 

include this explicitly in our notation. 

The upper left 2 x 2 corner of this matrix is the linearization of (3.2) at the solution 

(R.o, w~) which is a stable noncritical solution of this system by assumption. Hence. 

the floquet exponent that determines the local stability of (Ro.1L'~, 0) is 

and we see that (RO, H'~; 0) is a locally asympt.otically st.able for II < ,,0, unstable 

for Jl > ,,0. 
(ii) Define 

Z - R - RO Z - U' - 'l'O U' - Z - , 1 - 1 < '1' 2 - 2· 

This result s in the system 

(a) Z' = (-D(t) - flR(t, RO)w~) ZI - 11 (t, RO)ZI - 12(t, RO)Z2 

+91(Z,ZI,Z2) 

(b) Z{ = (-d1(t) + (OI(t) + f31(t))!t(t,RO)) Z1 

+.flR(t~ RO)(01(t) + ;31(t))W~Z + 92(Z, Z1' Z2) 

(c)Z~ = (-d2(t)+(a2(t)+f32(t))h(t,RO))Z2+93(Z.ZI,Z2) (3.19) 



where 

91(Z, z}, Z2) = [-(Zl + W~) (l1(t, Z +.no) - fI(t, RO)) 

+ f1R(t, ~)ZW~ - h(t, Z + .RJ)Z2 + /2(t, RO)Z2] 

92(Z, z}, Z2) = [(O'l(t) + 131 (t))(Z + W~) (fI(t, Z + RO) - fI(t. RO)) 

-(0'1 (t) + 131 (t))flR(t, ~)W~ Z] 

93(Z, ZI, Z2) = [(a'2(t) + 132(t))(f2 (t, Z + RO) - /2(t, RO)) Z2] . 
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9i(Z,ZI,Z2) : n~(RO) -+ B(p) are continuous and higher order than linear near 

(0,0,0). \\'e can formulate the problem of finding a periodic solution of (:3.19), as 

that of finding a nontrivial solution of an operator equation in B3(p) as follows. 

Choose a constant c:f: at' [a2(t) + ;)2(1))/2(t, RO)l and rewrite (3.19c) as 

By the choice of c the Green's function G2(t, s) of the linear equation 

exists and defines a linear compact operator L2 : B(p) -+ B(p), by means of the 

integral 

where 17 E B(p). l\ext let Gdt, s) be the Green's function of the linear system 

Z' = (-D(t) - IIR(t, RO)w~) Z - II (t, RO)ZI 

ZI = (al(t)+131(t)).flR(t,RO)w~)Z 

+ (-ddt) + (a1(t) + 131(t)) fl(t, RO)) 21, 
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G1 (t, s) exists since system above is the linearization of (3.2) at the solution (]to, U'~), 

which by assumption is noncritical. Furthermore, it defines a compact linear oper-

ator Ll : B2(p) --. B2(p) by means of the integral 

~ E B2(p). The problem of finding a solution of (3.19), is equivalent to that of 

finding a solution for the operator equations 

Z - Ll (-.(;(t, RO)Z2 + 9(2, Z2)) 

Z2 = >.L2Z2 + L293(Z2) 

where WE.' have set>. = J1 + c 

2 = (Z, Zt) E B2(p) 

.(;(t,RO) - (h(t,RO),O) 

9 = (9},92): n~(Ro) --. B2(p) 

L19 n;(Ro) --. B 2(p). 

This can be written in the concise form 

- 3 where (Z,Z2) = (Z,ZI,Z2) E B (p). 

L-: B3(p} --. B3(p) and G: n;(RO) --. B3(p) are defined by 

L-(2.z2) - (Ll (-h(t,RO))L2Z2, L2Z2) 

(3.20) 

G(Z. Z2, >.) = (Ll (- f~(t, RO)) L293 + LIft L293) . (3.21) 
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L* is a compact linear operator and G is a completely continuous operator, higher 

order than linear near (Z, Z2) = (0,0,0). We wish to apply Theorem (1.2.5) and 

corollary (1.12) of Rabinowitz [38] to the operator equation (3.20). 

To do this, we will show that L * has a unique real simple characteristic value A. 

(Z, Z2) = AL*(Z, Z2) is equivalent to the linearized system, 

(0) Z' - (-D(t) - .flR(t, RO)w~) Z - h(t, RO)Zl - h(t. RO)Z2 

(b)Z~ - (-d1(t) + (al(t)+.81(t))h(t,RO)) Zl 

+ (odt) + t31(t)) hR(t, RO)Z 

(c) Z~ = (-cIg(t) + p + (Q2(t) + ,82(t)) h(t, RO)) Z2. 

(3.22) 

\Ve can soh'e this decoupled system for a periodic solution by first soh'ing (3.22c) 

for Z2 E B(p), then soh'ing (3.22a,b) for 

From this we see that this system has a nontrivial solution, if and only if equation 

(3.22c) does, which occurs if av [d2(t) + p + (02(t) + .82(t))h(t, RO)] = O. Hence a 

nontriYial solution exists if and only if p = pO, which shows that L has a unique 

characteristic eigenvalue Ao = pO + c. 

The proof that ,\ = >'0 is a. simple eigenvalue is similar to that in theorem 3.1. 

An application of Rabinowitz theorem results in the existence of a continuum 

~ C B3(p) x~. ~ is either unbounded or connects to the boundary of f2;(RO) x 

?R. r..Joreo\'er from Rabinowitz general results, it follows that in a suitable small 

neighborhood of (RO,w~,O;pO), E = ~+ U E- where E+ and ~- are continua for 
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which ~+n~- = {(.no, w~, OJ Po)} and where the solutions from ~+-{(RO, w?, OJ ILO)} 

are positi\'e. 0 

Our next result deals with the stability of the positive periodic solutions near the 

bifurcation point. \Ve will see that the stability of the positive periodic solution is 

determined locally by the direction of the bifurcation. \Ve also give the condition 

under which the spectrum of the continuum is an interval of positi\'e length. 

To study the st.ability of the positive periodic solution we folIo\\' the same method 

of section (:3.1), i.e. we construct a Lyapuno-Schmidt expansion near the bifUl'cation 

point 

R - RO + RI € + R2€2 + ... 

H'l = ° 2 WI + Wn€ + W12€ + ... 

'l.L'2 = 2 W21€+W22€ + ... 

/I = 11° + III€ + 0(€2) + ... (:3.2:3) 

after which we construct an € expansion of the Floquet exponent for this solution. 

\Ve need to determine the lowest order coefficients RD, w? and II? 
\Ve substitute the expansion (3.23) into (3.1) and equate the coefficients of equal 

po\\'er. The lowest order terms give the system 

(0) RO' - D(t) (Ro(t) - RO) - fl(t,Ro)w~ 

(b) w~' - (-dI(t) + (al(t) + f31(t))fI(t,RO)) w~ (3.2-1 ) 

which is satisfied by (RD, w?) by definition. 

The first order terms yield the equations, 



(b) w~1 = (-d1(t)+(al(t)+,Bl(t))fl(t,Jtl))Wll 

+ (01 (t) + ,Bl(t)) flR(t, Jtl)W~ Rl 

(C) 10;1 = (-~(t) + pO + (02(t) + ,B2(t)) h(t, Jtl)) W21' 
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(3.25) 

This system is equivalent to the linearized system (3.22), hence it can be soh'ed by 

first soh'ing for W21 using (3.25c), and then solving for Rl and W11 using the formula 

The se\Ond order terms in f~ give t.he equation 

- (-~(t) + pO + (02(t) + i32(t)) .f2(t, RO)) W22 

+ (PI + (02(t) + i32(t))h(t,RO)) RIU'21' 

This equation is a nonhomogeneous version of (3.2.5c). The orthogonality condition 

gi\'es 

(3.26) 

where RI is a solution in (3.2.5). 

The sign of PI determines the direction of bifurcation, \Ve will show that the> sign 

of JlI also determines the stability of the solution near the bifurcation point. 

The nonhomogeneous t.erm in (3.25b) must be orthogonal to the periodic solution 

of the adjoint of the equation (3.24b) 

which is ~. This orthogonality condition gives 
I 

('3 .)-) •• _1 
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Theorem 3.4 Til e spectrum of rr+ is an interval of positive length if 

(3.28) 

Aforeovf7' the. positive periodic solution (R, WI, W2j J1) E B~(p) x ~, lying in a small 

neighborhood of the bifu1'cation point (ffJ, w~, OJ pO) are asymptotically sfabh: and 

satisfy Ii < IL O if III > 0 and are unstable and satisfy p > pO if PI < O. 

Proof: (RO l w~, 0; pO) is a solution of (3.1). The linearization of (3.1) at (Ro. H'~' 0: pO) 

giyes (3.18). which yields two Floquet exponents with negative real part. The re-

maining exponent is 

'Ve have proyed the existence of a continuum of periodic solutions l t.hat bifl11'cates 

from (Ro. lI'~' 0; I'D) as Jl passes through the critical "alue liD (Theorem :3.:3). 

I\Ioreo\'el', the solution is positive in a neighborhood of the bifurcation point. The 

Lyapuno\'-Schmidt expansion of the solution is given by (3.2:3). 

'Ve want to determine what happens to the Floquet exponent f. for smallici. Specif-

ically we \\'ant to find a formula for the coefficient e1 in the e. expansion 

Linearizing (3.1) at t.he solution (R" WI!, W2!), we obtain. 

(0) R' - (-D(t) - f;R(R,)Wt,)R - f;R(R,)w2,R - .r;(R,)W1 - .r;(R,)U'2 

(b) H'~ = ((01(t) + Pt(t)).r;(R,) - dt(t))Wt + (al(t) + Pt(t)).r;R(R,)Wt(R 

(c) lL'; = ((02(t) + ,82(t)) .r;(R() - d2(t)} W2 + (a2(t) + /32(t)) .r;R(R, )u'2,R 

(:3.29) 
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Here f;(Re) = fi(i,Re) and ftR(Re) = fiR(t,Re) for i = 1,2. 

e is a Floquet exponent of the system (3.29) if and only if, the following 

linear homogeneous system has a nontrivial p-periodic solution, 

(a) R' - (-D(t) - fiR(R,)Wle - f;R(Re)W2, - e) R - fi(R,)WI - f;(Rc )11'2 

(b) w~ - ((a'I(t) + f3I(t)) fi(Rc) - dI(t) - e) WI 

+ (odt) + /31 (t)) fiR(Re)WI,R 

(C)ll'; - ((a2(t) + /32(t)) f;(R,) - d2(t) - €) 'W2 

+ (02(t) + /32(t)) f;R(Rc)W2cR . 

(3.30) 

We wish to find a nontri\'ial p-periodic solution of (3.30). which by the Lyapuno\' 

Schmidt method can be writt.en 

R = =1 + =2€ + o( €2) + ... 

'WI = HI + ti2€ + ... 

'W2 = VI + V2€ + ... 

e = 2 
eI€+e2€ + ... (3.31) 

If we substitute the expansions (3.31) into (3.30) and equate the terms of equal 

order. we obtain 

(a) =~ = (-D(t) - WIofiR(RO)) ZI - fi(RO)UI - f;(Ro)VI 

(b) u~ = (-d2(t) + (a1(t) + P1(t)) fi(RO)) UI + (a1(t) + /31(t)) fiR(Ro)1I'JQ Z1 

(3.:32) 



which is identical to (3.25). Hence Zl = Rb UI = Wll and VI = W21' 

The terms of order f in (3.30c), yield the nonhomogeneous system. 

V~ = (-~(t) + /10 + (O'2(t) + f32(t)) f;(~)) V2 + III VI - el'VI 

+ (0'1 (t) + f31 (t)) f2R(RO)RI VI + (O'2(t) + f32(t)) f2R(RO )RI VI 
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(3.33) 

which is a nonhomogeneous version of (3.32c). The nonhomogeneous terms must be 

orthogonal to the adjoint solution vl~t)' 

The orthogonality condition, together with (3.26), implies €l = -111' 0 

3.3 Average individual size 

We assume in this section that the consumption function fi(t, R) asymptotically 

approaches fi(t, Rp). where Rp E B+(p). That is for a given t: > 0, there exists a 

T > 0 such that If;(t. R)- fi(t, Rp)1 < f, for t > T. We will prove in this section that' 

the average weight of individuals in each species is gO\'erned by a nonautonomOllS 

logistic equation, whose solution under our assumption approaches the solution of 

a periodic logistic equation. This result will be used later on to relate. in a broad 

sense, competitive success and average individual size. 

Define the average [ll';) = ;:m. It is straightforward to shO\~', using equation 

(2.6), that [lFiJ satisfies the equation 

[1Vi]' = fi(t, R) [(Oi(t) + f3i(t)) - O'~:) [HId] [H!d 

where I['i is the weight at birth of the ith species (see Chapter 1). 

Theorem 3.5 Suppose fdt, R(t)) - It(t, Rp(t)) ~ 0 as t ~ +x u'hCl't R is a 

continuous junction and Rp E B(p). Then [H-'l(t)] - [lFj(t)] ~ 0 as t ~ +X ll'hfl'f 



[l¥I(t)] and [H't(t)] are solutions of 

[H'Il' = fl(t, R) [(01 + (31) - :: [H'I]] [WI] 

[H'I*]' = fl(t,Rp) [(01 + (31) - :: [W;]] [Urn 
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(3.34) 

(3.35) 

respectively, subject to the initial conditions [Wl(O)] > 0 and [l¥t(O)] > O. Here 

oi,(3i E B+(p), Wi E ~+. 

The follo\\'ing lemmas \\'HI be needed in the proof of this theorem. 

Lemma 3.3 If g(8) and ¢(s) a1'€ real valued continuous junctions such that 

r - infg(s) > 0 

s>O 

and 6($) ~ 0 as 8 ~ +:>0, then 

lim! t €-I.'g(T)dT¢>(s)ds! = o. 
t-ex, Jo 

Proof: GiY('ll € > 0, choose T such that 1¢(s)1 < rf for t ~ T. 

which implies 

o :s; !fa
t 
e-I.lg(T)dT¢>(s)ds/ 

< faT e- I.I g(T)dTI¢>(s)1 ds + £. e- f.1 g(T)dTI¢(s)1 ds 

:s; e-tr faT ersl¢>(s)1 ds + rf /: e-r(t-s)ds 

O:S; limsup ! ft e-I:g(T)dT¢>(s)ds!:s; O+€. 
t ..... oo Jo 

Since f. is arbitrary. we conclude 

lim / r e-I:g(T)dT¢>(s)ds/ = O. 
t ..... oo Jo 
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Lemma 3.4 If g(s) and </1(s) are real valued continuous functions such that 

r = inf g(s) > 0 , 

s>O 

1</1(s)1 < Al for all s > 0, 

then, thE1'f.. exists a constant B such that 

for all t ~ o. 

Proof: t his follows from the inequalities 

We will no\\' pro"e Theorem (3.5). 

Proof: The change of \'ariable y = [HTd-I, in (3.34) and (3.3.5), yields the following 

solutions of (3.34) and (3.3.5) respectively. 

Yl (t) = e- J: (<11 +;31 )ft(R)ds (y(O) + lot f;(R) :: eJo'(a1+;3dft(R) dUds ) 

yj(t} = e- J:(a1+ fJdft(Rp)ds (y-(O) + r r(R ) ~1 eJo'(OI+13dft(Rp)dllds) 
Jo 1 P WI 

(3.36) 

where fi(R) = fdt,R) and fi(Rp) = JI(t, Rp). It is clear from these solutions that 

( a) Yl (t) - El ( t ) -+ 0 

(b) yj(t) - Ej(t) -+ 0 
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as i ~ oc where 

_ e- J;(ol+f3llJi(R)d$ [t .r:(R) ~I eJo'(ol+f3J)g(R) dUds 
Jo WI 

_ e- fo' (OI+f3tlJ10(Rp)ds It f;(Rp) ~1 efo'(ol+f3llg(Rp) dUds. 
Jo WI 

(3.3i) 

To show that ydt) - yi(t) ~ 0, it suffices to show that E1(t) - Ei(t) ~ O. 

Edt) and Ei(t) are called the canonical solutions of (3.34) and (3.3.5) respectiwly. 

Define 

(3.38) 

It follo\\'s that 

By assumptions 1.2 and 3, it follo\\'s that 0:1(i), (31(t) > 0 and fi(Rp) > 0 for all t, 

hence inf (01(1) + /31(t)) fi(Rp) > O. Now, since Ifi(R) - fi(Rp)1 ~ O. it follo\\'s 

from lemma (3.3) that 

It remains to sho\\' that 12(t) ~ O. Define 

f(t) = -it (Ol(t) + (31(t))f;(Rp)dr 

9(i) = -it (0:1(t) + (31(t)) f;(R) dr 

t > 0 
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By the mean value theorem, for some f(t) :5 h(t) :5 g(t), we have 

leJ(t) - e9(t)1 _ eh(t) If(t) - g(t)1 

:5 e- J:( cx l+f3I)ldr it (01 + (31) If:(R) - J;(Rp)l dr. 

(3.39) 

By lemma 3.4 and (3.39), we can write, for t ~ 0 

o :512(i) < lot Ae- J•' (cx 1+
f3

J)ldr I t

(01 + f3d If:(R) - .fl·(Rp ) I drds 

< Sup If:(R) - f:(Rp)l A B (3.40) 

for sOl11e constant~ A, B. Choose Tl so large that 

This implies 0 :5 12(t) :5 E for t ~ T1• Thus lim SUPt_ox, h(t) = 0 which implies 

1imt_ox.12(t) = 0, 
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CHAPTER 4 

COEXISTENCE CASES. 

In this chapter, we study several examples in which two species competing for a 

single resource can stably coexist. \Ve also consider the relationship between com-

petitive success and average species size. 

The results cont.ained in Theorem 3.3 and 3.4 apply to systems with arbitrary 

periodic coefficients satisfying assumption 3, and for nutrient uptake functions sat

isfying assumptions 1 and 2. In particular, both assumptions are satisfied where the 

functional response is of l\1ichaelis-:Menten type or Holling type II. 

f .(R) = ci(i) R . 
.1 ai(i)+R 

(4.1 ) 

Here the (Ji(t) are the half saturation or the Michaelis-Menten const.ant.s and the 

Ci(t) are the maximal consumption rates. In this chapter, we will always consider 

functional responses of type (4.1). Some of the coefficients in (3.1) will be assumed 

t.o fluctuate cosinusoidally around a positive average value wit.h a small amplitude 

A. Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 apply of course to this special case. The main concern here 

is the condition (3.28) which guarantees a spectral interval of positive length and 

the condition 111 > 0 which yields a nondiscrete domain of paramet.er values d2 for 

which both species can stably coexist. \Ve will treat J11 as a function of the small 

amplitude A and calculate its lowest order terms in A. 

The shortcoming of this approach is that it holds locally near the bifurcation. 

but this is appropriate for questions of im'asion of an established resident species by 

a newcomer at 10''" density. 

The assumption of small amplitude oscillations is of course a restrictive one and 
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although it limits the conclusions we can draw from those examples, it cert.ainly 

constitutes the first step in understanding the effect of periodic oscillations in pa

rameters. 

Models with constant coefficients predict that coexistence of two or more species 

occurs only under restrictive conditions; (viz. parameter regions of measure zero) 

hence t.he seasonal mechanisms that promote coexistence are of major import.ance 

bot.h mathematically and biologically. In fact, the importance of seasonality have 

been pointed out in many studies in the ecological literature [20~ 21, 33. 29. :30, 48, 

45, 46 l -til. Those studies also support the hypothesis that fluctuating food avail

ahility is a major factor in regulating population dynamics and hence. in affecting 

t.he outcome of competition between species. 

In this chapter we will consider various biological mechanisms which han' been 

pointed out in the ecological literature to be important in competitive interactions. 

Fraser [21] and Dumas [20] suggested that time sharing of a resource niche is a vit.al 

effective means which can promote the coexistence of some species of salamanders. 

Hutchinson [29] suggested that noncoincident breeding and development schedule 

can be of major importance in promoting coexistence of some species. St udies by 

Lenski [30], Spiller [48] and Sota [45, 46, 4i] also support this hypothesis. Lynch 

[33] attributed the same effect to fluctuations in the metabolism coefficients. 'Ye 

will study these precise mechanisms and their relations to competitive coexistence 

by allo\\'ing appropriate parameters in our models to be periodic. Our analysis wiII 

show that the phase and amplitude differences in the oscillations are the sufficient 

conditions for providing stable coexistence provided that the resource input level is 

sufficiently large. 
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\Ve also define the "size of a species" and study the relationship between com

petitive success and the size of a species. We will show that there is no clear cut 

relationship between competitive success and the size of a species. It is not always 

true for this model that a smaller species will be excluded by a larger species or that 

species of different sizes cannot coexist. These results provide some explanation 

for the failure of species size to be a reliable indicator of competitiye success and 

support the contention that the component of the SEH [23] which claims t.hat larger 

species are more efficient competitors is overly simplistic. 

4.1 Seasonal resource allocation 

In this section~ we will illustrate specifically how coexistence occurs between two 

species by studying the effects of periodicity in the development and breeding sched

ules Hi. 

Throughout this chapter species i = 1 will be referred to as the "resident" species 

and species i = 2 as the "inyading" species. Vtle will st.udy the effects of t.he periodic

ity in the development and the breeding schedules in promoting coexistence. Cases 

when the species are either physiologically different or similar will be considered. 

\\le will also consider the special cases when only one of the two species has seasonal 

breeding and development schedules. \Ve will see that competitiye coexistence is 

possible in these yarious cases, provided that certain conditions on the oscillations 

and on the input resource level are satisfied. 

\Ve will first study the case when all model coefficients are constants. except 

Iii, the fract.ion of ingested resource allocated for growth by individuals of the ith 

species. Thus, it is assumed that the death rate di for species i. the wash out rate D 
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of the resource, the Michaelis-Menten constants ai, the maximal consumption rates 

Ci, the conversion factors for growth 'f/i and the conversion factors relating weight to 

food intake for reproduction Wi are all constants. 

The "'i are assumed to fluctuate cosinusoidally around a positive value "'?, wit.h 

small amplitude).. Vve will assume that a} = a2; C} = C2 = 1; that is to say, the 

species are assumed to be different only in that their physiological parameters can 

be different. After developing a coexistence criteria for this case in general. we will 

consider several special cases for which more specific conclusions can be drawn. 

Our study of the case of periodic "'j'S is motivated by Hutchinson [29]. who 

suggested that some species of water bug of the genus Corixa ( C.]JIII/ctata and 

C.affini$ ) avoid competitive exclusion by non-coincident breeding and development 

schedules. Co-occurence of two species having different development and breeding 

schedules (spring and autumn breeders) was also documented by Sota [-Ii) between 

two carabid speci('s, by Spiller [48] between two spider species and by Lenski [:30] 

with two carabid species. The Lenski [30], Spiller [48] and Sot a [4.5, 46, -ti] st tidies 

also support the hypothesis that food availability is a. major factor in regulating 

population growth and in reducing competition between species. 

In the case we study in this section, equations (3.1) are considered using (/2 E ?R 

as a parameter with the other coefficients given by 0:5 d}, D, 'f/i, u..'j, OJ E ?R+ and 

1\1 = ",?(1 + ). cos t) 

"'2 - ",g(1 + v). cos (t + ¢)). 

Here /1 and ¢ are the relative amplitude and phase difference between the allocation 

schedules of the t.\\'o species. Theorem 3.3 applies to this special case and tl1C'refore 
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we turn our attention to the condition, 

which guarantees a nondiscrete interval of parameter values d2 for which the two 

species can stably coexist. 

Note that if A = 0, then this case reduces to an autonomous problem which has 

been extensively studied in the mathematical literature. It is well known Butler 

and \Volkowicz [6]. Hsu, Hubbel and \Valtman [27] and Hsu [24] that coexistence is 

possible only on a parameter set of measure zero, namely Al = A2 where 

A' - Qjd
j i = 1,2. 

1 - c.( 1-/(1 + !5..i) _ d. ' 
1 71i "'. 1 

To find the conditions under which III > 0, we will treat III as a function of the 

small amplitude A and calculate its lowest order terms in A. To do this by means of 

the formula (4.3) im'olves a calculation of the lowest order terms in the ,\ expansions 

(4.4 ) 

and 

(4.5 ) 
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\Ve also need the .\ expansion of /10 

to be obt.ained from the formula 

/10 = -av [(0'2 + (32) a2:.no 1 (4.6) 

(see Theorem 3.3). This is done by substituting (4.4)-(4.6) into (3.24) and equating 

coefficient.s of like powers of .\. 

\Ve find from the zero order terms that 

Ro _ aI d1 
0- 0 0 

C (I-It! +~)-d 
1 w) I)) 1 

(4.7) 

and 

o D (R RO)( 1 - n.? Ii?) 
w10 = - 0 - ° +-d1 ,",,'I "71 

( 4.8) 

which are in fact equilibria of (3.2-1) when .\ = O. In order that Rg and ll'~o be 

positive. it is required that, 

(4.9 ) 

and 

Next we need to find the .\ expansion for /11 from (4.3). As an aid to the 

calculation of the first and second order .\ coefficients in (4.3), it is useful to use the 

orthogonality condition (3.27), which for a functional response h(R) of l\lichaelis

l\,lenten type (4.1) is equivalent to 

(-1.10) 
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The left hand side of (4.10) has a A expansion, all of whose coefficients must vanish. 

The calculation of the first three coefficients in this expansion yield 

and 

(4.11) 

where 

77i Wi 

(1 - KQ) KQ 
~_.....;I~ +-1.. i = 1,2. ( .. 1.12) 

Wi 77i 

Using the fact that '1/.'20 = 0, av [~'21] = 0 in the A expansion of (4.3), we obtain 

1'1 = a2 (IV [(1 -K~ + n~) (V'22 _ RN'21 (1 - n~ + n~)) 
(a2 + R8)2 W2 772 (a2 + R8) ~'2 172 

+ (,,~g _ n.
g) VCOs(t+<?)a2V'21] (4.1:3) 

772 W2 

which by (4.11 L gh'es 

Jll = (12 [C2. () · ( .)]. ( ROP 7C1 cos t - c2v cos t + 9 ·~··21' 
a2 + 0 C1 

Thus, to find the sign of /11 for small A, we need to calculate t/.-'21' the first order A 

coefficient in the expansion Of'l/J21' This must be done from (3.26), by substituting 

the A expansions (4.5) in (3.26) and equating coefficients of like power. 

The lowest order terms yield 

((J) ~,~o ( 
a1w?0 ) Rg R8 

= -D - (a1 + R8P 1/'20 - (al + R8) 'l/J1O - (a1 + Rg)~O 

(b) 1,!,~0 = (-ell + (1 - K~ + K~) R8
RO

) 'Iho 
WI 771 al + 0 

(c) ~~ ( 0 (1 - Kg n2) Rg ) 
= lio + W2 + 772 (a2 + R8) ~o (4.1.1) 
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which, together with the fact that 1/;20 = 0, imply 1/;10 + eo = o. (4.14c) gives 

o (1 -~g K2) R8 
110 = - W2 + 1]2 a2 + R8 . 

Note that Jig = -d1 if K~ = Kg, WI = W2 and 1]1 = 1]2. The first order ,\ terms in 

(4.6) and (3.25) yield 

and t.he equations 

(C) e~ (-LV)) 

A single, second order differential equation for 1/;21 can be easily deri"ed by a simple 

differentiation of (-1.15a), namely 

l'~l + Al'~l + B~'21 = - ~l [~1 (IIC; cos(t + </» - c~ COS(t))] 
Cl Cl 
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(4.16) 

for '1/.'21 E B(p) where A and Bare 

0 

A - D + al w
lO 

(al + R8)2 
0 

B al w lO - d1 (al + R8)2' 
(4.1i) 

To solve for '1/.'211 we need t.o find an expression for R?, the solution of the differential 

equation obtained from the first order A terms in (3.24): 

(a) R~' ( 
a1 w~o ) ° R8 0 

= -D - (a1 + Rg)2 R1 - (a1 + Rg) 'Wll 

( d A R8 ) 0 A alR~ 0 • R8w~o 
- - 1 + C1 RO U'll + Cl ( RD)2 WID + c1 (A RO) cost. 

a1 + 0 a1 + D 1 + ° 
(-1.18) 

A second order differential equation for R~~ is obtained by differentiat.ing (-LI8a) 

where 

C = ( R8Ro ) 
2 
ciw~o = (~1)2 ciw?o. 

al + 0 Cl 

Since ~ :=.42 + (B _1)2 -::j; 0, then the periodic solut.ion R? of (4.18) is given by 

R~ = c1 cos(t + () ( 4.19) 

where 

( 4.20) 



(4.16) can be written as 

whose periodic solution is 

1/.'21 = Tll cos t + n2 sin t + hI cos(t + ¢) 

+112 sin(t + ¢) + PI cos(t + () + P2 sin(t + () + m 

",here l1i. hi, Pi i = 1,2 and m are given by 

111 

hI 

PI 

171 

and 

JlI = 

(d)' · I C1 - +(B - 1) -:- -
C1 /::,. 

(d)' · 1 C2 - -1J(B - 1) -:- - = -11111 
C1 /::,. 

-
(B _ 1) d 1 (CI - C2) a 1 c1 

C1 (a 1 + R8)2 /::,. 

= 
_ dIll? 

C1 B 

'" = A ( ~: )' ~ 
h2 = -A (~1)2 ci lJ 

C1 /::,. 

P2 = Ad1 (C1 - c2)a1 cl 

C1 (a1 + R8p.6. 
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(4.21) 
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Recall that we are interested in the case where PI # 0, so that the spectral 

interval has positive length. The resulting periodic solution will be stable for 1'1 > 0 

and unstable for 111 < O. The formula (4.21) can be rewritten in the form 

1'1 = C;~,p ci(B - 1) [~: + 1] [-VC;(~: )2] 

C [* . ,I,. [C2 1] [ A(dl )2 *] CiC2 (dl )2 *(B 1)] + ? A c1 SIn 'I' -=- - - 7 VC2 + -A- 7 cI -
... "-1 Cl CI Cl Cl 

+ ~' [-alcl c~(~~l+-~g~2 (Ci ~: cos 2( - vc; cos,p ) ] 

+ Cv
2 
(2)2 [(~l )2c*2(B -1)] (4.22) 

2~ ci CI 1 

where 

2 ( )2 C a2 A = A + B-1, = ( RO)2' 
a2 + ° 

Clearly, the condition III > 0 and hence the question of stable coexistence is a 

complicated one, as III depends on many parameter values. \Ve will look at some 

sufficient conditions that IL1 > 0 and since we are studying the effects of periodicity. 

we will be concerned with conditions involving phase and amplitude differences. A 

sufficient condit.ion for (4.22) to be posith'e is that 

v large, 

and 

B-1>0 

which amounts to 

RO a1c1 a1 d1 

° > (Cl - d1 )2D + (Cl - dt)' 
(4.23) 

The cases where 11 = a and v = 1 will be treated later on in this chapter. Ci = 

1-", + tiJ.. i = 1. 2 will be referred to as the" phvsiological efficiency coefficient" of 
1.41, 71, ...... 
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the ith species. 

Our conclusion for the case being considered is that stable coexistence, while a 

complicated matter concerning relative parameter values and phase and amplitude 

differences, can in fact occur. One example we found was that a less efficient invader 

( Cl > C2 ) can stably coexist with a resident species if they have very different 

seasonal breeding and development schedules, in the sense that the oscillations in 

the Iii'S are sufficiently out of phase ( ~ :5 ¢ :5 7r ), and the relative amplitude v 

of the oscillations is large enough ( and moreover, the input resource exceeds the 

critical level given in (4.23)). 

These complicated conditiolls will simplify to simpler and more precise ones if we 

assume t.hat both species are physiologically similar in the sense that we will specify 

in the following two subsections which are special cases of the more general case we 

just studied in this section. 

Another interesting point to observe is that d'i/ which is given by 

(,:1.2-1 ) 

is a function of ).. Hence the small amplitude oscillation in ). has another effect on 

coexistence by changing the critical bifurcation point dr at which a positi"e periodic 

solution of the two species system bifurcates from (.RD,w?,O). 

Define 

(4.2.j) 

\Ve want to study the effect of the small amplitude oscillations on h';'S on the bi

furcation value d~r().). By substitute the). expansions (4.2). (4A) in (-1.2-1) \\'e 
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obtain 

(4.26) 

\Ve will show that to lowest order in .x, 

where 

To sho\\' this we need the expression for R~ and m. The lowest order terms in (4.4). 

A standard· analysis gi\'es 

(4.2i) 

where 

cos (= ~l = 
(B -1) 

- sin ( = 
A 

A2 + (B - 1)2 A2 + (B - 1)2 

and 

B Rg ° . = ( RO)3alWlQCl 
a} + 0 

R02 

o o. 0 
C = ( RO)2 c} wlO • 

a} + ° 
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Again a straightforward calculation gives 

(4.28) 

\Ve now turn to the calculation of the lowest order terms in the expansion (4.26). 

The zero order terms give 

where Rg is defined in (4.7). 

The first order terms gives 

o V 2 + .2 1 + ( -2 _ .2. ) ° cos (t + 0) [ ( 
1 - 1\,0 1\0 ) a2Ro 1\0 1\,0 RO 1 

"'-'2 772 (a2 + R8)2 772 W2 a2 + Rg 

which is equal to zero by (4.27). 

The second order>. terms give 

[
- Q2Rg • cos(t + 4»a2m - 02R~2 1 

at' c2( RO)2 +vc2 ( 00)2 -c2( RO)3 Q2 + ° a2 + nO 02 + 0 

where Rg is a solution in the system of equations 

0' (b) tl'12 

(4.29) 

Integrate (4.29b) from 0 to 211", we obtain 

avR~ = 

(4.30) 
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Using (4.30), the second order terms can be written as 

(4.27) and (4.28) imply, 

Hence the order ).2 coefficient reduces to 

Using the expression (4.27) for m we obtain d~r #- d~ro if 

(4.:31 ) 

A necessary condition for (4.31) t.o hold is that either ¢ #- 0 or 1) =f:. 1 . i.e. the 

oscillations in l\i'S has to be either out of phase or of different amplitude. In this 

case (W > d~ro provided that 

(4.:32) 

and dr < d~ro provided that 

(4.3:3) 

If we assume furt.her that ci, c2 > 0, then a sufficient condition for (4.32) to hold is 

that 

cos ( < 0 and cos( ¢ - () > 0 
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which is equivalent to 

(4.34 ) 

and 

7r 7r 
--+«¢«+-2 2' 

Hence, df{ is an increasing function of .x, for small .x provided that the input resource 

is abo\'e a critical value given in (4.34), and the growth allocation fraction of the 

invader species is not too far out of phase with the oscillations in the resource. 

Similarly sufficient conditions for (4.33) to hold, i.e. for d~" to be a decreasing 

function of .x~ can be derived. 

Hence we conclude that the oscillations in the f\.j'S can either decrease or increase 

the bifurcation point df{ provided that they are either out of phase or of different 

amplitude. 

4.1.1 Coexistence of two similar species due to dissimilar seasonal brerding and 

developmental schedules. 

Consider now the further specialization to the case of two similar species. similar in 

the sense that 

1...0 _ 1...0 _ 1...0 
n'l - "2 - " , 

(4.:35 ) 

Hence the species differ only in their growth allocation factors 
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which can have different phases and amplitudes. In this case, expression (4.22) 

simplifies to 

and we find that a necessary condition for J.Ll '# 0 is that either ¢> #- 0 or v '# 1, i.e. 

the oscillation in t.he K~S are either out-of-phase or of different amplit.udes. In this 

case the resulting periodic solution is stable if 

(4.36) 

and unstable if 

An algebraic investigation of (4.36), implies that a necessary and sufficient condition 

for the existence of a stable periodic solution is that, 

and 

B>l. 

Hence, we have found that two physiologically similar species (that. is species 

where the physiological parameters satisfy (4.35)) can stably coexist if they ha.ve 

different seasonal breeding and development schedules, in the sense that the oscilla

tions in K~S are either out-of-phase or of different amplitudes (see Fig 4.1 and 4.2), 

and provided the resource input exceeds a critical level given in (4.23). 

These conditions agree with the results in the papers [30, 48, 45, 46, 47] we re

ferred to at the beginning of this section, which besides stressing the importance of 
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seasonality in the breeding schedules in reducing competition and promoting coex

istence, also pointed out that food availability can be of considerable importance in 

regulating the dynamics of the population and in reducing the intensity of competi

tion for food. Spiller [48], concluded that the intensity of competition was higher and 

clutch size were smaller in the experiment where food availability was lower; Sota 

[47] observed tha.t mortality decreases in the presence of high food supplementation. 

Hence, competition for food seems to strongly affect reproduction and mortality. 

The effects of food limitation on competition was also studied int.ensively by 

Lenski [30], who conducted a field experiment to assess the effects of food limitation 

on two predator ground beetles Carabus Limbatus and Carabus Sylvosus which had 

non-coincident breeding schedules. The results of this experiment show that food 

availability can be of considerable importance in regulating the dynamics of carabid 

population as it reduces mortality and increases survival, reproduction, and clutch 

size. 

Note that if ). = 0 then this case reduces to an autonomous case for which it is 

known ( Bulter and Wolkowitz [6], Hsu, Hubbel and Waltman [27]) that coexistence 

is possible only under very restrictive conditions. Thus, it is necessary for the con

dition (3.28) of Theorem 3.4 to be satisfied that). #- 0, and either v #- 1 or if> #- 0 

which is to say that 1\.1 and 1\.2 must either be out-of-phase or of different amplitude. 
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Figure 4.1: Coexistence of two similar species due to out of phase breeding and 
developmental schedules: 1\.1 = ,,0(1 + -X cos t), "2 = "°(1 + v-X COS(t + ¢)). 
Ro = 10, D = 1, d1 = 0.5, d2 = 0.49, al = a2 = 1, Cl = C2 = 1, K~ = "g = 0 .. 5, 
WI = W2 = 0.5, 771 = 772 = 0.5, ¢ = 3.0, -X = 0.9, v = 1. 

In the case we have just considered in which both species had periodic a.lloca

tion fraction "i the phase difference was important. However, this is not always the 

case, as we will see in the following examples where we consider cases ",hen only one 

of the species has a periodic allocation fraction. It turns out for these cases that a 

sufficient condition for coexistence reduces simply to (4.23), i.e. both species coexist 

provided that the input resource level is above the critical value giYen in (4.23). 

4.1.2 Seasonal breeding and developmental schedule of the resident species. 

Hutchinson [29] suggested that competitive invasion is most likely when at least 

one species has seasonal dynamics. 

We consider now the case when only the resident species Wl(t) has a periodic 
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Figure 4.2: Coexistence of two similar species due to different amplitude fluctuations 
in the breeding and developmental schedules: 
ICI = 1C0{1 + A cos t), 1C2 = ICO(1 + VA cos(t + 4»). flo = 10, D = 1, d1 = 0.48, 
d2 = 0.45, al = a2 = 1, Cl = C2 = 1, ICy = ICg = 0.5, WI = W2 = 0.5, '71 = '72 = 0.5. 
4> = 0, A = 0.9, V = 2. 
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allocation fraction, i.e. assume that only tel is oscillatory and has the form 

We will show that it is theoretically possible to get coexistence in this simple case. 

In the case when only tel is periodic, the expression (4.21) reduces to 

Recall that 

and the physiological coefficients c, are given by (4.12). Hence, for small ampli-

tude oscillation in tel, the quantity ILl is positive provided that B-1> 0, which is 

equivalent to (4.23). 

Hence, we can conclude that if the fraction of resource allocated to growth and 

reproduction by the resident species is periodic, then an invader species can stably 

coexist with this resident species provided that the input resource exceeds the crit

ical level given in (4.23), see Fig 4.3. 

We note that the invader species cannot sucessfully coexist if its allocation frac

tion is not periodic ( because then the model becomes autonomous). Thus, this 

oscillation is crucial in permitting coexistence. 
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Figure 4.3: Coexistence due to seasonal breeding and developmental schedule of the 
resident species: KI = KY(1 + A cos t), K2 = K~ = KY. 
Ro = 10, D = 1, dl = 0.48, d2 = 0.49, al = a2 = 1, CI = C2 = 1, K~ = h:g = 0.5, 
WI = W2 = 0.5, 171 = 172 = 0.5, if; = v = O. 

4.1.3 Seasonal breeding and developmental schedules of the invading competitor. 

In this case the resident species has a constant breeding schedule, while the invader 

has a seasonal one. Hence, we assume that tel is constant, while "'~2 fluctuates 

cosinusoidally around a positive average value Kg with a small amplitude ..\ 

The periodic solution of system (3.1) bifurcates from the solution (Rg, w~o, 0) which 

is now an equilibrium point of the autonomous system. 

~' 



where all the coefficients are constants and Rg, w~o are given in (4.7) and (4.8). 

The A expansion for PI is obtained from (4.3) namely 
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1'1 = -au [(a, : R" )' + C;A cos i( .p,o + A.p21 + A '.p22 + ... ) 1 (4.37) 

By carrying similar calculation as section 4.1, we obtain 

[ 
a2c21/12l cos tl 

PI = -av (a2 + R8)2 . (4.38) 

The calculation of 1/121 is similar to the previous cases, namely ~121 solves the syst.em 

( 
a1wrO) Rg R8 

- -D - (al + R8)2 1/121 - al + .Rg1/1n - a2 + R8 6 
o 

~ alWlO 
- Cl (al + .Rg)21/12l 

(c) e~ _ 110 + C· cos t Rg 
rl 2 al + R8 

from which we find by differentiating the second order differential equation 

,,( alW~O)' alw~odl dl [0 · R8 1 
1/121 + D + (al + R8)2 1/121 + (al + R8)21/121 = - CI PI + C2 al + R8 cos t 

Solving for 1/121 and substituting into (4.38), we obtain 

a2 (B -1)(ddct}2C2 
PI = (a2 + R8)2 A2 + (B - 1)2 . 

Hence /11 is non-zero, the spectral interval has positive length, and the resulting 

positive periodic solutions are stable if A :I 0 and B-1> 0, i.e. if (4.23) holds. 

We conclude, in this case that the invader species can stably coexist with a resident 

species if the fraction of the resource allocated for growth and reproduction by the 

invader is seasonal and the input resource is above the critical level given in (4.23), 

see Fig 4.4. 

Once again we not.e that without the oscillation in KI coexistence is impossible. 
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Figure 4.4: Coexistence due to seasonal breeding and developmental schedule of the 
invading competitor: ~l = ~~, ~2 = ~g(1 + "\cost). 
Ro = 10, D = 1, d1 = 0.5, d2 = 0.49, al = a2 = 1, CI = C2 = 1, KI = K? = Kg = 0.5, 
WI = W2 = 0.5, "II = "12 = 0.5, ,.\ = 0.9. 

4.2 Seasonal feeding schedules 

In Section 4.1 we studied the case when all model coefficients are constants except 

~i, the fraction of ingested resource allocated for growth by individuals of the ith 

species. The choice of periodic K/S was motivated by various studies (Hutchinson 

[29], Spiller [48], Lenski [30], Sota [45, 46, 47] ) who suggested that some similar 

species avoid competitive exclusion by non-coincident breeding and development 

schedules. We found that our model supports these studies provided the resource 

input level was sufficiently large and sufficient differences exist between the phases 

and amplitudes of the breeding and development schedules. 

In the following section, we study another scenario in which periodic oscillations 

in the model parameters can permit coexistence. Specifically we will look at the case 

• 
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when all the coefficients except the maximal resource consumption rates Ci, i = 1,2 

are positive constants. 

The choice of periodic Ci is motivated by Fraser [21] and Dumas [20] who suggested 

that non-coincident feeding schedules can promote coexistence of some salamander 

species. Fraser concludes that staggered feeding schedules, i.e. non-coincident feed

ing among the individuals of different salamander species of the genus Plethodon, 

appear to be a factor of major importance in reducing competition for food and 

hence in promoting coexistence. Fraser [21] has shown that significant partitioning 

of resources exist between coexisting adults of two salamanders species, (P.hoffmani 

and P.punctatus). However, in order that non-coincident feeding a.ctivity ameliorat.es 

the effects of competition for food, the food supply must be rapidly replenishable. 

Otherwise, no matter how staggered the feeding schedule, the feeding activity of one 

individual must diminish the amount of food available to the next. 

A parallel problem was studied by Dumas [20] examining the coexistence of 

P.dunni and P. vehiculum. He concluded that these two species were not in compe

tition because they had non-coincident feeding schedules and in addition food was 

very abundant in the ecosystem. 

We will first develop coexistence criteria for the case when both species have pe

riodic consumption rates. In Subsection 4.2.1, we will consider the case when only 

one of the species has a periodic consumption rate. 

Our conclusion agree with Dumas [20] and Fraser [21] as the phase and amplitude 

differences in the oscillations of the conslimption coefficients Ci'S will turn out to be 

the main conditions for stable coexistence of the species provided that the resource 

input level is sufficiently large. 
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We begin by considering equations (3.1) and (3.2) using d2 E ~ as a parameter 

and with periodic consumption rates 

CI = c( 1 + ,.\ cos t) 

C2 = c( 1 + v"\ cos (t + ¢)) , 0:5 ¢ :5 11", (4.39) 

the other coefficients being constant 

In other words the two species are identical except for the consumption rates (4.39). 

Note that if ,.\ = 0, then this case reduces to an autonomous system, for which we 

can find coexistence only on a parameter set of measure zero. 

First we observe that (1 - V)2 + ¢>2 = 0 or ,.\ = 0 imply III = O. That is to say, if 

the periodic consumption rates have the same phase and the same amplitude, then 

to first order the bifurcation branch is vertical. Thus it is necessary for the criterion 

III f 0 that both ,.\ and (1 - v)2 + ¢>2 be different from zero, which is t.o say that the 

individual consumption rates Cj, i = 1, 2 must b either out of phase or of different 

amplitudes. 

In order to find conditions sufficient for III f 0 we will treat III as a function of 

the small amplitude ,.\ and calculate its lowest order terms in "\. 

As in Section 4.1 we use the formula 

( 4.40) 
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and calculate the lowest order in ..\ of JlO(t) and RI • This analysis is similar to 

Section 4.1 and will be omitted. To lowest order in ..\, 

where 

(4.41 ) 

We conclude that for small amplitude oscillation ..\ in Cj i = 1, 2, the quantity Jll 

is non-zero and the spectral interval has positive length, provided that 

( 4.42) 

The resulting positive periodic solutions are stable if 

(4.43) 

and unstable if 

A straightforward algebraic investigation of (4.43) using (4.41), shows that this 

stability condition can be viewed as a constraint on the input resource Ro, namely 

Note that dl ~ D implies (4.44) for all Ro > R8. Hence a low mortality rate for 

the resident species would compensate for a low level in the input resource. This 

phenomena is documented for some species, Fraser [21] observed that when subject 

to harsh physical conditions (e.g. when freezing occurs ), which corresponds to a low 

food level, P.hoffmani and P.punctatus can easily retrea.t below surface! mortality 
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did not rise in this case and the animal could survive till the next season. 

The inequality d1 > D in (4.44) implies that Rcr > E.g and we conclude for this 

case that an invading species succeeds in coexisting with a similar resident species 

provided that the oscillations in their consumption rates c;(t) are either out-of-phase 

or of different amplitudes, and the input resource Ro is above a critical value Rcr 

given in (4.44), see Fig 4.5 and 4.6. This agree with Fraser [21] and Dumas [20] 

who concluded that in order that non-coincident feeding schedules be effective in 

reducing competition between similar species of the genus Plethodon. food must be 

abundant in the ecosystem. 

In this case when both species have seasonal feeding schedules, the phase differ

ence and the input resource level were important for coexistence. However, this is 

not always the case, as we will see in the coming subsection that coexist.ence is also 

possible if only one species has seasonal feeding schedule. 

4.2.1 Seasonal feeding schedules for only one species 

The general theory developed in Chapter 3 also applies for the case where only 

one of the consumption rates Cl or C2 oscillates. We will show that it is theoretically 

possible to get coexistence in those simple cases. In both cases, the analysis is similar 

to the more general case just considered when both consumption rates oscillate. The 

details of the calculation will be omitted and only the sufficient condit.ion for the 

existence of a positive periodic solution is given. We consider (3.3); (3.2) with d2 E ~ 
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Figu~e 4.5: Coexistenc~ of two similar species due to out of phase feeding schedules: 
Cl = c(1 + Acost), C2 = c(l + VACOS{t + 4»). 
Ro = 1, D = 0.5, d1 = 0.6, d2 = 0.55, a1 = a2 = 1, Cl = C2 = 1, 0'1 = 0'2 = 1, 
(31 = (32 = 1, A = 0.9, 4> = 3.0, v = 1. 
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Figure 4.6: Coexistence of two similar" species due to different amplitude i'n the 
feeding schedules: C1 = c(1 + A cos t), c2 = c(1 + VA cos(t + 4>)). 
Ro = 1, D = 0.5, d1 = 0.45, d2 = 0.35, a1 = a2 = 1, Cl = C2 = 1, 0'1 = 0"2 = 1, 
(31 = (32 = 1, A = 0.9, 4> = 0, V = 2 



as a parameter and 

Cl = c~ (I + ,,\ cos t) , 

'71 = '72 E ~ 

C2 = 4 E ~" 
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The order zero terms in the ,,\ expansion of JlO and w~ are given by (4.7), (4.8) and 

their positivity condition by (4.9). The quantity III is non zero and the spectral 

interval has positive length provided that 

The stability condition of the resulting periodic solution is given by (4.33), which is 

equivalent to (4.34), see Fig 4.7. 

It turns out that the case when only C2 is periodic, all other coefficients being con

stant, again yields the same stability condition (4.34) for the existence of a positive 

periodic solution. 

Hence, we conclude that an invader species can stably coexist with a physiologi

cally similar species, provided that either the invader or the resident species haye a 

seasonal feeding schedule (periodic Cj ) and the resident species death rate d1 is less 

than the resource wash out rate, or if this not true, if the input resource is above a 

critical value Rcr given in (4.34), which again support Fraser [21] and Dumas [20] 

studies. 
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Figure 4.7: Coexistence due to seasonal feeding schedules of the invading species: 
Cl = c~, C2 = cg (1 + A cos t). 
Ro = 1, D = 0.5, d1 = 0.6, d2 = 0.59, al = a2 = 1, c~ = cg = C2 = 1, 0'1 = 0'2 = 1, 
f31 = f32 = 1, A = 0.9 

4.3 Seasonal conversion coefficients 

As a third and final example, we study the case when the conversion factors 7]i and 

Wi, relating weight to food units for individual reproduction and growth respectively, 

by individuals of the ith species are periodic. This case is motivated by a paper of 

Lynch [33] who, in his study of the competition mechanism between two species 

of coexisting Daphnia observed that one of the complexities in the interaction be

tween Daphnia and Ceriodaphnia, which is not generally appreciated in theoretical 

investigations of competition is, seasonality. He observed that there is a shift in the 

competition ability related to some seasonal effect in t~e feeding efficiency. 

To account for seasonal feeding efficiency, the 7]i'S and Wi'S are assumed to fluc

tuate cosinusoidally,' around the positive average values 7]P'S and wp's with a small 
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amplitude oscillation A. More precisely, we will consider system (3.1) and (3.2), 

with d2 as a parameter 

WI = w~ (1 + A cos t) 

'11 = '1~ (1 + A cos t) 

WI = w~ (1 + ACOS(t + 4>)) 

'12 = '1~ (1 + A cos(t + 4>)) 

All other coefficients are constants. The species are considered to be similar in the 

sense that 

and, 

\Ve can use formula (4.40), treating PI as a function of small amplitude A to calculate 

its lowest order terms in A. The details of the analysis are similar t.o the cases 

considered in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 and will be omitted. We will only stat.e the 

results. 

The zero order terms in the A expansion (4.4) are given by (4.7) and (4.8), the 

positivity condition by (4.9). To lowest order in A, 

1'1 = (~:) \B - 1)(1 - cos ql)A' + o(A') + ... 

where A and B are given in (4.41). 

Hence, we conclude for the case being considered in this section tha.t for small 

amplitude A, the quantity PI is non-zero and the spectral interval has positive length 

provided that 

4> # 0 and B # 1 (4.45) 
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The resulting positive periodic solution is stable if, 

B-1> OJ ( 4.46) 

and unstable if, 

B-1 < O. 

An algebraic investigation of (4.46) using the definition of B implies that the positive 

periodic solution is stable if 

(4.4i) 

We conclude that an invador species can stably coexist with a similar resident 

species if their resource conversion factors are out-of-phase, and the input resource 

is above a critical level as given by the right hand side of (4.47). 

Again we see that phase and amplitude differences in the oscillations and the re

source input level are of major importance in promoting coexistence. This agrees 

with Lynch [33] in the sense that he singled out the importance of seasonality in 

the conversion coefficients "Ii and Wi in promoting coexistence. He also singled out 

indirectly the importance of food availability in the population dynamic, as he con

cluded from one of the experiments he did that both the size of the first reproduction 

and the maximum adult size of Daphnia declined throughout the summer, which 

coincides with a decline in food availability. He also concluded that this is a char

acteristic of all food limited population of cladocerans that have been studied. 

The cases where only WI and 7]1, or only W2 and 7]2 are periodic were also consid

ered, the calculation is similar to the general case we have just considered. In both 

cases, III is non zero if B :f:. 1 and the condition for a stable coexistence in both 

cases is again given by (4.47). 
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Hence, we conclude that an invador species can stably coexist with a similar resi

dent species if they both have seasonal conversion factors that are out of phase and 

the input resource is above a critical level given by the right hand side of (4.47). 

Or, if this is not true, if only one species has seasonal conversion factors and again, 

the resource is above the critical value given in (4.47). 

4.4 Competitive success and species size. 

In the previous sections, we illustrate specifically how coexistence can occur between 

the two species by studying specific periodic biological mechanisms and their effects. 

we did this by allowing apropriate parameters in our model to be periodic. Our 

analysis show how phase and amplitude differences in key model parameters playa 

crucial role in allowing coexistence of two species competing for a single resource. 

In the following section, we will illustrate another significant biological question, 

which is the relationship between competitive success and the size of a species. Our 

goal is to show that there is no relationship between competitive success and the 

size of a species. 'Ve will do this by selected illustrative examples which show that 

different size species can stably coexist, moreover the stability of a solution (R, WI, 0) 

and hence the ability of a species to successfully invade is independent of its size. 

First we must define a notion of species size. Using the result in Theorem 3.5, 

namely that the solution of the nonautonomous logistic equation (3.34), approaches 

the canonical solution of 

(4.48) 
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where ni(R) -. ni(R,,), we define the "size of a species" to be the time average over 

one period of [Wt], the unique positive periodic solution of the classical periodic 

logistic equation above, i.e. 

av[Wt] = ~ fP[Wt] dt. 
p Jo 

We start by summarizing the results obtained by Cushing [18] for the correspond

ing version of (3.1) with constant coefficients. 

For 

i = 1, 2 (4.49) 

assuming that Al f:. A2, or, without loss in generality that Al < A2, a Corollary of 

Butler and 'Wolkowitz [6] implies that, 

(R(t), Wll W2) -. (Roo, Woo, 0) as t -. 00, where 

and 

(4.50) 

It was also shown by Cushing [18] that the average weight of an individual of the 

ith species solves t.he equation 

(4.51 ) 

The solution of (4.48) asymptotically approaches the value [Wi] = (1 + ~ )ibi which 

is then defined to be the asymptotic weight of the ith species. It was also shown in 

this case that the winner can be either the smaller or the larger species. 
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We will show now that equivalent results hold for the model with periodic coeffi-

cients, mainly that equal or different size species can stably coexist. 

Consider the case where the species are different in size in absence of enviromen

tal oscillation. Note that we are still considering in this section small amplitude 

oscillation as in the previous sections, furthermore, the argument we will represent 

applies to all the cases we have studied in the previous sections of this chapter. The 

relative species size is preserved for small amplitude oscillation. On the other hand, 

the size when>. = 0 which is given by the value [Wi] = (1 + ~: )Wi is independent of 

the parameters in the periodic model that determines coexistence, ma.inly the phase 

and the amplitude difference in the oscillation, and the condition on t.he input re

source Ro which can always be chosen large enough, e.g. see (4.23), (4.44), (4.45) 

a.nd (4.47). 

Hence we conclude that two different size species can stably coexist in the presence 

of small amplitude oscillations in appropriate parameters. This argument. applies 

to all cases we studied in the previous sections. In particular, the case where the 

resource consumption rates are periodic 

Cl - c~(1 + >. cos t) 

C2 - 4 (1 + II >. cos (t + <p)), 

the periodicity in Ci'S have no effect on the size of both species, since by using our 

definition of size, the" size of a species" is given by av[H't] where [H~·] is the unique 

periodic solution of 

[Wi]' = ji( R) ( 0i + Pi - :: [lVi]) [lVi] 

ji(R) = ci(i)R 
ai +R 

(4.52) 
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Qi, (3i and Wi are constants. 

A change of variable Ti = JJ J;1~); yields the logistic equation 

d Q' 
-d [Wi] = [Qj + (3i - ~[Wi]][Wi] 

T Wi 
( 4.53) 

All solutions of (4.53) are such that 

This value is again independent of the condition (4.42) and (4.44) that determines 

stable coexistence when the consumption rates are periodic, since the input resource 

Ro in (4.42) and (4.44) can always be chosen sufficiently large. Hence we can assume 

without loss of generality that the coexisting species are either of equal or of different 

size, and we have for this. case possible stable coexistence between equal or different 

size species. 

On the other hand, the stability of the resident species, i.e. the sta.bility of a 

solution (R, WI, 0) and hence the ability of a second species to sucessfully invade is 

independent of size, since independently of relative size, d2 might be smaller than 

df{ = av( 0'2 + (32) a2~R' 
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CHAPTER 5 

A MODEL BASED ON BODY LENGTH 

We begin by setting up some notation. If v = col (Vi), W = col (Wi) are n vectors, 

then define < v, W >= E~~r ViWi and vow = col (ViWi). 

For any n x n matrix M = (mij), we denote the transpose of the matrix k1 by Aft, 

and mij is the ij'th entry of the matrix. We denote the k fold cross product of B(p) 

with itself by Bk(l)). 

We also define for xo(t) E B+(p), n = 1,2 

n;n+l(xo) := { (x,y) E B(p) X B3n(p) Ix(t) + xo(t) E n f01' all t}. 

We will follow otherwise the same notation that we have used in Chapter 3. 

5.1 One species one resource model 

Consider the size structure model derived in Chapter 2 using s = 1, that is body 

length, as the structuring variable. In this model each species i is described by 

three population level variables Ai, L i , Pi which represent the total area of all 

individuals, the total length of all individuals and the total number of individuals 

in the populations respectively. 

Consider the one species, one resource model, 

(a) R' - D(t)(Ro(t) - R) - h(t,R) 
(b) A~ - -d1(t)A1 + si'1Q'1(t)fl(t,R)A1 + JPl(t)fl(t,R)L1 
(c) L~ - -d1(t)L1 + si'2Q'1(t)fl(t,R)A1 + 3P1 (t)h(t,R)P1 
(d) P: - -d1(t)P1 + Si'3Q'I(t)h(t,R)A1 

R(O) > 0 
A(O) > 0 

L 1(0) > 0 
P1(0) > 0 

(5.1) 
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with coefficients h, db 0'1, (3h Ro and D satisfying the assumptions made in 

Chapter 3. Define 

Let R*(t) be the unique positive periodic solution of 

R' = D(t)(Ro(t) - R). 

The linear variational system of (5.1) relative to (R*(t),O,O,O) is 

where 

(a) R' - -D(t)R - il(t, R*)AI 

(b) Xi - (BI (t) + Jl)X1 (5.2) 

(5.3) 

Xl = col (All L}, Pd. We further assume that the Floquet multipliers of BI (t), 

Ph P2, P3 are such that PI > 1 is real and Ip21, Ip31 < 1. These assumptions will be 

needed for the proof of the existence of a continuum of positive periodic solutions 

that bifurcates from (R*, 0) E B(p) X B3(p) as Jl passes through a critical value 

Jlo = -~lnpI given in Theorem 5.1 . It is not evident, in general that these assump

tions hold. However, in Section 5.2 we will give some examples where this is true. 

The first example is when O'j = l{3i for some constant 1 E ~. This is in particular 

true if O'j and (3i are both constants. In this case however the model will still be 

quite general; the results proved in the following theorems will be true for example 

if we consider all coefficients in (5.1) to be constants except the functional response 
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fi(t, R) = ;f~: where the consumption rates <:jet) E B+(p). 

The second example is when Qi and Pi are small amplitude oscillations around their 

means with no further assumptions made on the other coefficients of (5.1). 

In this section we will consider equations (5.1) with coefficients satisfying assump

tions 1, 2 and 3 made at the beginning of Chapter 3. First we will prove the positivity 

of the solutions starting at positive initial conditions. We will then establish the 

existence of a continuum of positive periodic solutions and give the conditions under 

which the positive periodic solution is stable. 

Lemma 5.1 The solution of the initial value problem (5.1) is positive for all t > O. 

Proof: Suppose R is not positive for all time and let T > 0 be the first time at which 

R vanishes. Then R'(T) :5 0 and R'(T) = RfJ(T)D(T) > 0, which is a contradiction. 

Thus R must be positive for all time. 

Suppose that Al is not positive for all time and let TA > 0 be the first time at 

which Al vanishes. Then A~ (TA ) ~ O. (5.1 b) implies that LI (TA) ~ o. If t = TL is 

the first time at which Ll vanishes, then it follows that TL :5 TA and L~ (TL) ::; O. 

L~ (TL ) :5 0 and (5.1c) impliy that P{(TL ) ::; O. Hence, if Tp is the first time at 

which PI vanishes, then Tp :5 TL and P{(Tp) :5 O. 

Equation (5.1d) with t = Tp now implies A(Tp) ::; O. Hence TA ::; Tp and TA = 

TL = Tp = T. Thus All LI and Pt simultaneously vanish at this time. It follows 

from equations (5.1 b-d) and uniqueness that Ab LI, PI are all identically zero for all 

time, a contradiction to the positivity of their initial conditions. Thus Al is positive 

for all time. 

Suppose that LI is not positive for all time and let TL be the first time where 

LI(t) vanishes; then LHTL) :5 O. Since Al is positive for all time, equations (5.1c) 
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implies that P1(TL) $ 0 and consequently that PI has a first zero at a time Tp $ TL 

at which P{(Tp) ~ O. Equation (5.1d) now implies the contradiction A(Tp) $ O. 

Thus Ll is positive for all time. 

Finally, suppose that PI is not positive for all time and has a first zero Tp > 0 

where P{(Tp) ~ O. Equation (5.1d) implies the contradiction A(Tp) $ O. ¢ The 

following Lemma will be needed in the proof Theorem 5.1. 

Lemma 5.2 The solutions of the initial value problem X' = - [Bl(t)]t .if, .Y(O) < 

0, whe1'e B1(t) is the matrix defined in (5.3), are negative f07' all time. That is 

A(t) < 0, L(t) < 0 and P(t) < 0 for all t > O. 

Proof: The proof is similar to Lemma (5.1), and will be omitted. ¢ 

Now consider the linear homogeneous systems 

(a) }"1, _ A(t)Y 
(b) Y' - (A(t) - Ie)Y -00 < t < +00 

(5.4) 

where Y is an n-vector. A(t) is an n X n matrix whose elements are continuous 

p-periodic functions of t. I is the identity n x n matrix and e E ~. 

Lemma 5.3 If eP). is a Floquet multiplier of (5.4a), then eP().-c) is a Floquet mul

tiplier of (5.4b). 

Proof: Suppose ~(t) is a fundemental matrix for (5.4a). By Floquet's theorem, there 

exists a nonsingular matrix P(t) which is periodic with period p and a. constant 

matrix R such that 

~(t) = P(t)etR 
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P(t) is such that 

A(t)P(t) - P'(t) = P(t)R. (5.5) 

The eigenvalues of R are the characteristic exponents associated with (5.4a). By 

using the transformation 

Y(t) = P(t)Z(t) 

in (5.4b), we obtain 

(P(t)Z)' = (A(t) - cI)P(t)Z 

which gives 

P'(t)Z + P(t)Z' = (A(t)P(t) - cI P(t))Z, 

or 

Z' - P-l(t) [A(t)P(t) - cI P(t) - P'(t)] Z 

_ P-l(t) [A(t)P(t) - P'(t)] Z - P-l(t)cI P(t)Z. 

This together with (5.5) implies 

... , ( ) ... Z = R-cI Z. 

Since <p(t) is a fundemental matrix for (5.4a), 

\lI(t) = <p(t)e-tlc = P(t)et(R-cI) 

is a fundemental matrix for (5.4b). This follows by (5.5) since 

\lI'(t) _ P'(t)et(R-cI) + P(R _ cI)et(R-cI) 

_ (P'e tR + P RetR _ cPetR)e-tlc = (A(t) - cI)\lI(t) 
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The Lemma follows since the eigenvalues of R are the characteristic exponents asso

ciated with (5.4a), and the eigenvalues of (R - cl) are the characteristic exponents 

associated with (5.4b). 

Theorem 5.1 {i.} Suppose Assumptions 1, 2 and 9 in Chapter 9 are satisfied. If 

~(t) E B(p) is an arbitrary periodic function with av[~(t)] = 0, then there exists a 

continuum {(R,AI,LI,P1;pn c B+(p) x ~ where (R,AllLllP1) solves 

{5.1} with dI(t) = -p+dY(t). Moreover there exists a unique value po such that for 

p = Po, (R*, 0, 0, 0; Po) is a point of this continuum. 

(ii.) (R*, 0) as a solution of {5.1} is locally asymtotically stable for Jl < 11-0 and 

unstable. f01' /1 > /10, 

Proof; (i) Define Z = R - R* and rewrite (5.1) as 

(a) Z' - -D(t)Z - h (t, R*)A1 + 91 (t, Z, AI, L1, Pd 

(b) .Y{ - (BI(t) + p) Xl + § (5.6) 

= [h(t, R*) - fI(t, Z + R*)] Al 

- [f,(I, Z + RO) - b (I, RO)] [,,~;t) Ad ~.B' (I )L,j 

- [f1(t, Z + R*) - h(t, R*)] [a~~t) Al + ,BI~t) PI] 

_ [h(t,Z + Rio) - h(t,R*)] aI~t) Al 
81 

The 
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are continuous and higher than linear near (0,0,0,0), i.e. 

as (Z, AI, L I , PI) -+ (0,0,0,0). We can formulate the problem of finding a periodic 

solution of (5.1) as that of finding a nontrivial solution of an operator equation in 

B4(p) as follows. 

Suppose AI, A2, A3 are the characteristic exponents associated with the system 

Xi = B1(t)XI • \\'e can choose c so that the real parts of Ai - C, i = 1,2,3 are all 

different from zero. By Lemma 5.3, eP(>'i- C
), i = 1,2,3 are the Floquet multipliers 

associated with B}(t) - cI. Moreover, eP(>'i-C
) #- 1, i = 1,2,3 by our choice of c. 

Rewrite (5.6b) as 

where 

The Green's function G2 (t,s) of the linear system Xi = (Bl(t) - cI).it} exists by 

our choice of c and defines a linear operator 

by means of the integral 

Let G} (t, s) be the Green's function of the linear scalar equation 

Z' = -D(t)Z. 
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G1(t,s) exists since av[D(t)) > 0 and defines a compact linear operator 

Ll : B(p) --. B(p) 

by means of the integral 

The problem of finding a solution of (5.6) is equivalent to that of finding a solution 

of the operator equations 

(a) Z - Ll - h(t, R*) [,\L2X1 + L29(Z, XdL + LI 9(Z, Xd 

(b) Xl - ,\L2X1 + L29(Z, Xl) (5. i) 

where ,\ = 11 + C, [,\L2XI + L29(Z, Xdh denotes the first component of the vector 

[,\L2XI + L29(Z,Xd), and 

9 n4(R*) --. B3 (p) 

L29 n4(R*) --. B3 (p) 

Ll9 n4(R*) --. B(p). 

(5.7) can be rewritten in the concise form 

(5.8) 

where (Z,Xd E B4(p)j L* : B4(p) --. B4(p), and G: n;(R*) --. B4(p) are defined 

by 

L*(Z,Xl) - [L I (-h(t,R*))(L2X1hi L2XI ] 

G(Z, Xd - [LI( - h(t, R*))(L29(Z, X1)h + LI 9(Z, Xdj L2§(Z, .Rd] . 
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L* is a compact linear operator; G is a completely continuous operator higher order 

than linear near (Z, X\) = (0,0). We wish to apply Theorem 1.25 and Corollary 

1.12 of Rabinowitz [38] to the operator equation (5.8). To do this we need only to 

show that L* has a characteristic value A = Ao of odd multiplicity. We will in fact 

show that under the assumptions made on the matrix BI(t), L* has a unique real 

characteristic value and that this characteristic value is simple. 

The equation 

is equivalent to the linearized system 

(a) Z' - -D(t)Z + h(t, R*)AI 

(b) X~ - BI (t)XI + IlXI (5.9) 

where BI (t) is defined in (5.3). We want to show that Ilo = -~lnpI ( PI > 1 is the 

real Floquet multiplier of the matrix BI(t) defined in (5.3», is the unique value of 

p. for which the system (5.9) has a periodic solution. 

Let <1>(t) be a fundamental matrix of X~ = BI(t).XI' By definition the Floquet 

multipliers are the eigenvalues of the real 3 x 3 matrix M = <1>{p)<1>-I{O), hence it 

has either one real Floquet multiplier, the other two being complex conjugates, or 

it has three real Floquet multipliers. In both cases, we can assume without loss of 

generality that Pi = ePA; where Ai, i = 1,2,3 are the Floquet exponents associated 

with BI(t). Lemma 5.3 implies that the Floquet multipliers of (5.9b) are giyen by 

eP(A;+Il) i = 1,2,3 where, by assumption ReAl> 0 and ReAi < 0 for i = 2,3.Now 

p. = -av[dl(t)] < 0 implies that eA;+1l =-J 1 for i = 2,3. Hence Il = Ilo = -R;A! is the 

unique value of J1 for which one Floquet multiplier of (5.9b) is equal to one namely 
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e"('\l+l-IO) = 1, the other two multipliers e"('\i+l-IO) :F 1 for i = 2,3. Thus P = Po is the 

unique value of p for which the system (5.9) has a periodic solution. 

Next we argue that ,x = ,x* = po + c is simple. First, note that Po + C:F 0 by our 

choice of c. Let (Zo, Xo) be a characteristic solution for ,x = ,x*. That is 

where Xo = col (Ao, Lo, Po). Suppose there exists a pair (Zb Xl) :F (0, D) such that 

We will show that 

for some CI E ~. Define 

where X* = col (A*,L*,P*). Then 

(I - ,x* L*)(Z*, X*) = 0 

which implies 

(Z*,X*) = C2(ZO,XO) = c2,x*L*(Zo,Xo) 

for some C2 E~. (.5.10) and (5.11) imply 

Hence, (ZI,XI) solves the system 

(a) R' = -D(t)R + /l(t, R*)AI + ,x*C2Z0 

(b) X~ - [BI(t) + pol] Xl + ,x*C2XO 

(5.10) 

(5.11 ) 

(5.12) 
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where Bl{t) is defined in (5.3). (5.12b) is a nonhomogenous version of X~ = 

[BI{t) + pol] Xl' It has a nontrivial periodic solution if and only if 

1 [ ... ... ] 271" av < ).*C2XO{t), Yo(t) > = 0 (5.13) 

where Xo(t) is a solution of (5.9b), Yo(t) is any solution of the adjoint problem 

Since < Xo(t), Yo(t) ># 0, we see from 

1 ...... ).*C2 ... ... 
21l' av < ).*c2XO(t), Yo(t) >= 271" av < Xo(t), Yo(t) > 

that (5.13) holds if and only if C2 = O. But this implies (Z*, X*) = (0,0). This to

gether with (5.10) implies that (ZI,X l ) is a characteristic solution for)' = ).*. But 

(Zo, Xo) is also a characteristic solution for)' = ).*. Hence {ZI' Xd is a constant 

multiple of (Zo,Xo). 

Corollary 1.12, and Theorem 1.25 in Rabinowitz [38] applied to the operator equa

tions (5.7) imply the existence of a continuum E = {(R, AI, LI , PI; p)} C n~(R·) x ~ 

which contains the bifurcation point (R-, OJ Po) such that 

(R,A},Lt,PIiP) E E implies that (R,At,Lt,Pd E B4(p) solves the system (5.1) 

with dl (t) = -P + cfl(t). Furthermore, E = E+ U E- where E+ and E- are continua 

for which E+ n E- = {(R-, OJ Po)} and the solutions from E+ - {(R-, OJ Po)} are 

positive. 

(ii.) Linearizing the system (5.1) around (R-, 0), we obtain the equations 

(a) R' - -D(t)R - 11 (t, R*)Al 

(b) X~ - (BI(t) + PoI) Xl + (p- po)Xl . (5.14) 
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The result follows from Lemma 5.3, since two of the characteristic exponents asso-

ciated with Bl(t) + Po have negative real parts, the remaining one is zero. Hence 

the characteristic exponents associated with (5.14b) will all have negative real parts 

if P - Po < 0, and the solution (R*, 0) will be asymptotically stable. If P - po > 0, 

at least one characteristic exponent associated with (5.14b) will have positive real 

part, and the solution (R*, 0) will be unstable. ¢ 

We can find a criteria for the stability of the positive periodic solution given 

in Theorem 5.1 by obtaining its Lyapunov-Schmidt expansion near the bifurcation 

point. For a detailed discussion of this method, see Coddington and Levinson [8]. 

We write 

for e > 0, where 

Xn = col (An, Lu , Pu) 

X12 = col (A12' 112, P12 ). 

(5.15) 

We want to determine the lowest order coefficients Au, L 11 , Pu , RI and PI in the 

expansion above and then obtain an expansion of the Floquet exponent of the solu-

tion (5.15). 

To determine the lowest order coefficiepts Au, Lu , P11 , RI and PI! we substitute 

the expansions (5.15) into the equation (5.1), and equate the coefficients of like 

powers of e. The lowest order terms yield the equation 

R*' = D(t)(Ro(t) - R*) 



which is satisfied by definition. The o(e) terms yield the linear system 

(a) R~ - -D(t)RI - It(t,R*)AI 

(b) X~l - (BI(t) + /-loI)Xll • 
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(5.16) 

(5.16b) has a nontrivial periodic solution, since one of the Floquet multipliers as

sociated with (B1(t) + /-lo) is equal to one, and we can solve for R1' by using the 

Green's function associated with (5.l6a). 

The o( (2) terms yield the nonhomogeneous linear system 

where 

(a) R; - -D(t)R2 - It(t, R*)AI2 - ItR(t, R-)R1An 

(b)X~2 - (BI(t)+I/-lO)XI2 + H1(RllAu ,Ln,Pll ) (5.17) 

(5.17b) is a nonhomogeneous version of (5.16b). A solution of (5.l7b) exists if and 

only if the nonhomogeneous terms are orthogonal to the solution of the adjoint 

problem 

(5.18) 

Hence (5.17b) has a nontrivial periodic solution if and only if 

(5.19) 

where y* = col (Ail' Lil' PI*I) is a nontrivial periodic solution of the adjoint problem 

(5.18). This condition, together with the fact that av [< Xu,Y'" >] = c), gives 



JlI = --2
1 

av (JIR(t,R*)RI ( 
7I" CI 
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In the following theorem, we will show that the sign of JlI, which determines the 

direction of bifurcation of ~+ at (R*, OJ Jla), will also determine the stability of the 

positive periodic solutions form ~+ in an open neighborhood of (R*, OJ ILa). 

Theorem 5.2 For Jl = -av[dl(t)] sufficiently close to Jla ( Jla is the critical bifur

cation value from Theorem 5.1), the corresponding positive periodic solution 

(R, Ab Lt, Pd are asymtotically stable if JlI > 0 and unstable if JlI < O. 

Proof: (R*,O;Jla) is a solution of (5.1). The linearization of (5.1) at this solution 

gives a system which is equivalent to (5.16). By assumption the Floquet. exponents 

of the linearization of (5.1) at (R*, 0) are such that all but one ha.ve negative real . 
part while the remaining one, which we denote bye, is zero. In Theorem 5.1 we 

proved the existence of a continuum of positive periodic solutions that bifurcates 

from (R*, 0) as Jl passes through the critical value Jlo. Moreover, the solution is 

positive in a neighborhood of the bifurcation point. 

The Lyapunov-Schmidt expansion of the solution is given by 

Alf - Allf + Al2f2 + ... 

LIt = Lllf + Ll2f2 + ... 

PI( - Pllf + PI2 f2 + ... 

Rt - R* + Rlf + R2f2 + ... (5.21 ) 
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We want to determine what happens to the Floquet exponent e for small f as the 

solution (Re, Ale, LIe, PIC) bifurcates from (R*, 0). We will do this by finding a 

formula for the coefficient el in the f expansion 

Linearizing the system at the branch solution (5.21), we obtain 

-f, ()-f "1=AtVt 

where g = (R, AI, LI, Pd = (R, Xl) and Al(t) is given by the matrix 

(5.22) 

Cil, /31 and fIR are all periodic functions of t. e is a Floquet exponent of (5.22) if 

and only if V{ = (Al(t) - e) g has a nontrivial periodic solution. 

A straightforward application of Lyapunov-Schmidt method shows that (5.22) has 

a nontrivial solution given by 

if. -
-f -f -f 
Xl - Xu + X12f+'" 

(5.23) 

where 

-f 
Xl = col (Ab.ib 1\) 

-f 
X 11 = col (All, .ill, .i>u) 
-f 
X 12 = col (A12' .i12 , .ih). 
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If we substitute the expansions (5.23) into (5.22) and equate the coefficients of equal 

powers, the lowest terms yield 

~, ~ 

Xn - (B1(t)+po)Xn. (5.24) 

(5.24) is identical to (5.16), hence Rl = Rl , An = l'lb L11 =.in and Pn = Pn' 
The terms of order € in (5.22) yield the nonhomogeneous system 

R; - -DR2 + 11 (t, R*)A12 - elRl + itR(t, R*)AllRl + itR(t, R*)R1An 
~, ~ 

X12 - (B(th + POI).i(12 + H2(RI, An,Lll , Pll ) (5.2.5) 

where 

which is a nonhomogeneous version of (5.24). 

(5.25) has a solution if and only if H2 is orthogonal to Y* the solution of the adjoint 

equation (5.18). But av [< HI, Y* >] = 0 by (5.19) and hence 

av < H2 , Y* > = av < 2Hl - (el + pt}.Rn, Y* > 

= av < -(el + Pl)Xn , Y* >= -(el + Pt}C1 = 0 

which implies that PI = -el. 

5.2 Examples 

In this section, we will give few examples where the assumptions about the Floquet 

exponents made on the matrix Bl (t) defined in (5.3) hold. We begin by stating 

some definitions. 
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Definition: A matrix valued function, A(t) is locally integrable on J, where J is a 

nonemptyopen subinterval of ~, if each of its elements is measurable (relative to the 

Borel subsets of J) and the norm IA(t)1 is integrable on each compact subinterval 

of J, i.e. frIA(t)1 dt < 00 for each closed and bounded subinterval I C J. 

If A(t) is continuous, then conditions are satisfied, i.e. the matrix is locally inte

grable. 

Definition: Let A(t) be a locally integrable n x n matrix valued function over :F, 

defined on an open interval J c~. Call A(t) commutative on J if there exists an 

absolutely continuous matrix function B(.) in J such that 

dB 
dt = A(t) for almost all t E J 

and moreover A(t)B(t) - B(t)A(t) = 0 almost all t E J. Such a B(.) is called a 

commutative antiderivative of A(.). A differential equation 

dx 
dt =A(t)x (t,x)EJxP 

is called commutative if its coefficients matrix A(.) is commutative on J. 

Example 1: Consider the system 

where Bl (t) is defined in (5.3). By making the change of variables 

Y = exp (-lot do(s) dS) X, 

we obtain 

Y' = A(t)Y 

(5.26) 

(5.27) 
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where A(t) is the 3 x 3 real periodic matrix given by 

[ 

h(t, R*)~ h(t, R*Hf31(t) 0 1 
A(t) = h(t,R*)Q~lt) 0 h(t,R*)f31Jt). 

fl(t,R*)Q~lt) 0 0 
1 

Assume that f31(t) = lal(t) for some constant I E ~. This will correspond bio

logically to the species having its growth coefficient in phase with its reproduction 

coefficient. In particular, this will be true if the species growth and reproduction 

coefficient are constants, i.e. if Kl, T}1 and WI are constants. If Kl is periodic, then 

the assumption could be roughly true for species with dormancy periods when mem

bers neither grow nor reproduce that alternate with active periods of growth and 

reproduction. 

Let B(t) be antiderivative of A(t), i.e. 

[ 

I; 11 (5, R") a~(,,) d5 Ici h (5, R")~f31 (5) ds 

B(t) = Ici It(s, R*)Q~'s) d5 0 
1 

I; 11(S, R")Q~~") ds 0 
1 

B(t) is a commutative antiderivative of A(t) since A(t)B(t) - B(t)A(t) = o. Hence 

A(t) is a locally integrable commutative p periodic 3 x 3 matrix function on ~. 

Moreover, because B(O) = 0, B(t) satisfies the condition 

B(p)B(O) - B(O)B(p) = o. 

Hence by Theorem [32, Page 125], the Floquet exponents of A(t) are the eigenvalues 

of the matrix 

where C is the a.vera.ge matrix 

IlP C = - A(r) dr. 
p 0 
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C is a Leslie matrix. The Leslie matrix has a strictly dominant positive real eigen

value AI, the remaining two eigenvalues are complex conjugates with negative real 

parts A2 = ,1 + iVl and A3 = ,1 - iVl) VI i: O. Hence there exists solutions of (5.27) 

given by Yj(t) = e>'it Pj(t), j = 1, 2, ~ where Pj(t) = Pj(t + p), j = 1,2,3. This 

implies that Xj(t) = e>'it Pj(t)e- J: do (6)d6, j = 1,2,3 are solutions of (5.26). Fur

thermore Pj(i)e-J: do(6) d6 = Pj(t+p)e-J;+Pdo(a)da for j = 1,2,3 sinceav[do(s)] = O. 

Thus Aj, j = 1,2,3 are the Floquet exponents associated with (5.26), and the as

sumptions made on the matrix Bl are satisfied. 

Example 2: Consider again the system (5.26) where Bl (t) is the periodic matrix de

fined in (5.3). Suppose Ql(t) and f31(t) are periodic oscillations of small amplitude 

around their means, i.e. 

Ql(t) - aV[Ql(t)] + fQ~(t) 

f31(t) = av[f31(t)] + ff3f(t) 

where a?(t), f3r(t) are periodic functions satisfying aV[Q?(t)] = av[f3r(t)] = O. \Ve 

also assume that It (R*) is a periodic function of small amplitude around its mean. 

We can write (5.26) in the form 

where C(t) = B1(t) - do(t)I. We write 

where 

av[C(t)] = 

C(t) = fCO(t) + av [C(t)] 

av [1t(t,R*),r!!t)] 

av [fl(t,R·)~] 

av [fl(t,R*)~] 

av [fl(t,R*)2P~(t)] 0 

o at' [fl(t,R*)P~t)] 

o 0 



Consider the systems 

and 
~, ~ ~ 

Xl = -dO(t)XI + av [C(t)] Xl' 

By making the change of variables Yt = Xl e- f: do(a) ds in (5.28) and (5.29) 

we obtain respectively 

}i' = av [C(t)]}i + eCO(t)}i 

}i' - av [C(t)]}i. 
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(5.28) 

(5.29) 

(5.30) 

(5.31 ) 

av [C(t)] is a Leslie matrix and has a strictly dominant positive eigenvalue Al > 0 

with associated strictly positive right. and left unit eigenvectors VI > 0, WI > O. The 

remaining two eigenvalues A2 = II + iVI and A3 = II - illI are complex conjugates 

with negative real parts: II < OJ VI i= O. 

The characteristic exponents of (5.30) are given by Ai(f), i = 1,2,3. Ai(f) are 

continuous in e. Furthermore, for € = 0, Al (0) = Al is real and positive, and 

Aj(O) = Aj are complex conjugates with negative real part for i = 2,3. Hence, by 

continuity Aj(e) --+ Aj(O) = Ai for i = 1,2,3, that is AI(e) is real positive, Ai(e) are 

complex conjugates with negative real part for i = 2,3 and the assumptions made 

on the matrix BI (t) are satisfied. 
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5.3 Two species one resource model 

Consider the two species competition model 

R' - D(t)(~(t) - R) - h(t, R)Al - h(t, R)A2 

A~ 
I - -di(t)Ai + si1O:i(t)fi(t, R)Ai + ~.Bi(t)fi(t, R)Li 

L~ - -dj(t)Li + Si2O:i(t)fi(t, R)Ai + ~.Bi(t)fi(t, R)Pi I 

P! 
I - -di(t)Pi + si3O:i(t)fi(t, R)Ai 

Ai(O) > 0, Li(O) > 0, Pi(O) > 0, for i = 1,2. (5.32) 

Write d2{t) = -jl+~(t) where ~(t) is an arbitrary periodic function whose average 

is equal to zero. fi(t, R) and the coefficients of (5.32) satisfy assumptions 1. 2 and 

3 made in Chapter 3. Moreover we assume that those coefficients are such that 

the corresponding one species, one resource model has a positive periodic solution 

)(0 = (~,A~,L~,PP). It will be assumed throughout that)(O is stably noncritical, 

i.e. that the Floquet exponents of (5.1) linearized at J?o have negative real parts. 

This will be true, in partkular, if J1-1 > O. (see Theorem 5.2). 

The solution )(0 of (5.1) yields a solution §o = ()(O,D) E B4(p) x B3(p) of the 

two species one resource model system (5.32) from which will bifurcate a continuum 

of positive periodic solutions of (5.32) with J1- = -av[d2(t)] used as a bifurcation 

parameter. The goal of this section is to establish the existence of this continuum and 

to study the stability of the positive periodic solutions on this bifurcating continuum. 

The linear variational system of (5.32) relative to the solution So is 

- A2(t)Pl - fAlf) 0 P2 

(B2(t) + jll) P2 (5.33) 
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where A2(t) is the 4 x 4 matrix 

D(t) + flR(JlO)A~ - fl(JlO) 0 0 

hR(JlO) (;:-A~ + ~,81L~) -dl(t) + fl(JlO);:- ~,8lfl (JlO) 0 

hR(JlO) (~A~ + PfPp) h(JlO)7 
1 

-dl(t) h(JlO)~ 

fIR(JlO) (~ ) A~ h(JlO)s;t . 0 -dl{t) 
1 

at, ,8t, h, fiR are all periodic functions of t and B2 (t) is the 3 x 3 matrix 

[ -d!l(I) + ~ J,(I, R") ~,82(t)h(t, JlO) 

¥ 1,(1, R"~ 1 h( t, JlO) CX!~tj -~(t) 

CX!1t) h(t, flO) 0 -~(t) 
1 

where 

PI - col (R,A1,L1,P1) 

P2 - col (A2' L2, P2) 

h{RO) - col (h(t, RO), 0, 0, 0). 

This notation will be used throughout this chapter. The multipliers of B2(t), are 

considered to satisfy the same assumptions made on the multipliers of the matrix 

Bt(t) in section 5.1. Namely, one of the multipliers PI is real and lies outside the 

unit circle, the remaining two P2 and P3 are complex conjugates and inside the unit 

circle. The solution §o will be used as a bifurcation point for a continuum of positive 

periodic solutions using p. = -av[d2(t)] as a bifurcation parameter. 

In this section, we will prove the existence of a continuum of positive periodic 

solutions of (5.32). We will also study the stability of the positive periodic solutions 

on this bifurcating continuum. First we have 

Lemma 5.4 Solutions (R, AI, Lh Ph A2, L2, P2) of (5.32) with positive initial con

ditions remain positive for all future time. 
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Proof: The proof is similar to Lemma (5.1) and will be omitted. 0 

Theorem 5.3 Let dg(t) be any periodic function with av[dg(t)] = O. There exists 

a continuum {(Pb P2 j it)} C B~(p) x ~ where (PI' P2 ) E B~(p) solves (5.32) with 

d2(t) = -it + dg(t), (P1!P2) = (R,AI,LI ,Pt,A2,L2,P2 ). A!.0reover, there exists a 

unique value ito, such that (.RO, A~, L~, p1o, OJ Po) is a point of this continuum. 

Proof: Define 

We can write (5.32) as 

... , ... ... 
(a) PI -

,.. ... 0 ... ...,.. ... 
A2(t)P1 - f2(R ) 0 P2 + G1(Pll P2) 

... 
- (B2(t) + it!) P2 + G~(Pl' P2) (.5.34) (b) p/ 

where A2(t) , B2(t) and A are defined in (5.33); 

... 
PI - col (R,A1!Lb PI) 
... 

col (91,92,93,94) G1 -

91 - [(f1(~) - h(R + ~)) (AI + A~) + (h(~) - h(R + R?)) ,42 

+ hR(~)A~R] 

92 - [ ( A ~ ~ ) (al 
A ° 2 A ° ) fl(R+ )-fl( ) ~(Al+Al)+3,81(Ll+Ll) 

-RflR(R?) (:: A~ + ~,BIL~)] 

93 - [ ( A ~ ~ ) (al 
A ° ,81 A ° ) fl(R+ )-h( ) s~(Al+Al)+3(Pl+Pl) 

• (il") ("I 0 PI 0) 1 -Rf1R si Al + 3 P1 

[ ( A ~ ~) al ( A 0) al ° A 1 94 - h(R + ) - h( 3" Al + Al - hR3"AIR 
81 SI 



95 - [(h(R + It>) - h(Jt») (:: A2 + ~P2L2)] 

96 - [(h(R + R» - h(lt») (:; A2 + ~2 P2) 1 
9' = [ (J,(R+ 11") - j,(11"») (:; A,) 1 
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Ii, liR' Qi, Pi, i = 1,2 are all periodic functions of t, but we do not include this 

explicitly in our notation. Note that 

are continuous and higher order than linear near zero. 

We can formulate the problem of finding a periodic solution of (5.34) as that of 

finding a periodic solution of an operator equation in B7(p) as follows. 

Consider the linear system 

(5.35) 

Suppose '\l! '\2,'\3 are the characteristic exponents associated with (5.35). VVe· can 

choose c so that the real part of Xi - c, i = 1,2,3 are all different from zero. 

By Lemma 5.3, eP(Xi- C
) , i = 1,2,3 are the Floquet multipliers associated with 

(B2(t) - cl). Moreover by our choice of c, eP(>'i-C
) =f. 1 for i = 1,2,3. 

Rewrite (5.34b) as 

The Green's function G2(t, s) associated with the linear periodic system 
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exists, by our choice of c, and defines a linear operator 

by means of the integral operator 

Let G1(t, s) be the Green's function associated with the linear periodic equation 

G1 (t,s) exists since this equation is the linearization of (5.1) at (JlO,A~,L~,PI0) 

which by assumption has no Floquet exponents with zero real part. Gl defines a 

compact linear operator 

by means of the integral 

The problem of finding a solution of (5.34) is equivalent to that of finding a non

trivial solution of the operator equations 

A - L1 (---!2(JtD)OP2)+L1Gl (P1 ,P2) 

- Ll - h(JtD) 0 ()"L2P2 + L2G2(A,P2)) + L1Gl (Pl ,P2) 
... 

P2 - )"L2P2 + L2G2(fi1,P2) (5.36) 

where).. = fJ, + c. 

L1Gl n;(R.o) --. B4(p) 

L2G2 n;(JtD) --. B3(p). 
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(5.36) can be written in the concise form 

~ ~ ~ 

(Pb P2) = >'L*(Pb A) + G(P}, P2, >.) (5.37) 

where (it P?) E B7(p), L* : B7(p) -+ B7(p), and G : n~(.£lO) -+ B7(p) are defined 

by 

[LI (-h(RJ) 0 L2P2) ; L2A] 

- [LI [-f2(RJ) 0 L2G2(A,A) + GI (A,P2)]; L2G2(Pd,P2)] 

L* is a compact linear operator; G is a completely continuous operator higher order 
~ 

than linear near (Pll P2 ) = (0,0). 

We wish to apply Theorem 1.25 and Corollary 1.12 of Rabinowitz [38] to the oper

ator equations (5.37). To do this we need to show that L* has a characteristic value 

). = ).* of odd multiplicity. We will in fact show that L* has a unique characterist.ic 

value and it is simple. The linear equations 

~ ~ 

(PI ,P2) = >'L*(P17 P2) 

is equivalent to the linearized system of differential equation 

(a) A' - A2(t)PI - h(RJ) 0 P2 

(b) p2' - (B2(t) + fJ,I) A. (5.38) 

This system can be solved for (A.,A) E B4(p) x B3(p) by first solving the second 

linear system (5.38b) for p-periodic solutions and then solving (5.38a) by means of 

LI (-h(RD) 0 L2P2). Clearly P2 = 0 implies PI = 0, so (5.38) has a nontrivial 

solution if and only if P2 i= O. 

We wish to show that there exists a unique value of fJ, = -av[d2(t)] < 0 for which 
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(5.38) has a nontrivial p-periodic solution. The proof to this is similar to Theorem 

5.1 and uses the assumptions made on the matrix B2(t). The Floquet multipliers 

of the matrix B2(t) are such one of them PI = e"~l > 1 is real. Hence Re).l > 0, 

Im).l = n,,1!' n is even. The other two Pi = e"~i, i = 2,3 hence Re).i < 0, i = 2,3. 

Thus P = Po = _R~~1 is the unique value for which B2(t) - PI has a Floquet mul

tiplier equal to one and the system (5.38) has a nontrivial periodic solution for this 

value. Hence).* = c + Jio is the unique characteristic value of L*. It. remains to 

show that its multiplicity is equal to one. But this proof is similar to Theorem 5.1 

and will be omitted. 

Corrolary 1.12 and Theorem 1.25 in Rabinowitz [38] imply the existence of a con

tinuum ~ c n~(.JtO) x ~ containing the bifurcation point P[O,O; Po}. 

(Pll P2;{1) = (R,A},L I ,PI,A2,L2,P2;jL) E E implies that Ut P2) E B7(p) solves 

that system (5.32) with d2(t) = -p + cLg(t). Furthermore, in a small neighbor

hood of (.fo, 0; Po), E = E+ U E- where E+ and E- are continua for which 

E+ n E- = {(.fo, 0; Jio)} and the solutions from E+ - {(.KO, 0; Jio)} are posith·e. 

Our next theorem deals with the stability of the positive periodic solutions guar

anteed by Theorem 5.3 near the bifurcating point. It will be shown that the stability 

of the positive periodic solutions is determined locally by the direction of bifurcation 

of E+. 

To study the stability of the positive periodic solution, we perform a Lyapunov 

-Schmidt expansion near the bifurcation point: 
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P - Po + /llf + ... (5.39) 

where 

... 
col (R, AI, Ll , PI) PI -

A - col (A2' L2, P2) 
... 

col (~,A~,L~,P~) PIO -
... 

col (Rl,An,Ln,Pn ) Pn -
... 

coz-(R2, A12 , L12 , P12 ) P12 -

P~1 - col (A21' L21 , P21 ) 
... 

col (A22, L22 , P22 ). P22 -

Then we also write an f-expansion for the Floquet exponents of the solution (5.39). 

To do this we need to determine the lowest order coefficients JlO, A~, L~, pp and 

Po, which we do by substituting expansions (5.39) into (5.32) and equating the 

coefficients of equal powers of f. 

The lowest order terms give the linear system 

(a) If' - D(t) (Ro(t) - ~) - fl(t, ~)A~ 

(b) Q~o' - Bo(t)Q~o 

where Q~o = col (A~, L~, PP) and Bo(t) is the 3 x 3 matrix given by 

[ 

-dl(t) + ~h(t,JlO) 3i31(t)h(t,JlO) 0] 
Bo(t) = Ot~~t)h(t,JlO) -d1(t) f31Jt)fl(t,JlO). 

Ot~it)fl(t,JlO) 0 -d1(t) 
1 

The first order terms in f yield the equations 

(a) p~/ - A2(t)P~1 - ji~) 0 P21 

(b) p~/ - (B2(t) + Po) P~l 

(5.40) 

(5.41) 
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where h(Ro) = col (h(t,R<l),O,O,O). System (5,41) is equivalent to the linearized 

system (5.38). (5.41b) has a nontrivial perodic solution by assumption. 'Ve can 

solve for Pll by using the operator L 1• 

The second order terms in fin (5.38) give the equation 

where 

[ 

J11A21 - i2R(t, R<l)Rl (;rA21 + ~.82L21) 
H3 = J11L21 - hR(t,R<l)R1 (~A21 + 1;-P21) 

J11 P21 - hR(t,R<l)R1 (~A21) 
]. 

02, .82 E B+(p), but we do not include this explicitly in our notation. 

(5.42) 

(5,42) is a. non-homogeneous version of (5.41 b). A solution of (5.42) exists if and 

only if the nonhomogeneous term is orthogonal to the solution of the a.djoint problem 

Hence (5.42) has a. nontrivial solution if and only if 

1 [ ... ... ] 211' av < H3 , P21 > = 0. 

Since i1rav [< P~l; P11 >] = C f= 0, we have 

J11 = 2:Cav (hR(t,,nD)R1) (~: A21A21 + ~,82121A21 + ~~A21L21 

+ ~2 P21L;, + 7; A21 P;,) . 

(5.43) 
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It also follows from (5.41b) that 

(5.44) 

where 

qll = col(Au, Lu , Pu) 

and 

] . 
( 5.44) is a nonhomogeneous version of (5.40b). It has a nontrivial solution if and 

only if h3 is orthogonal to the solution of the adjoint problem, 

where X* = (Ar, Lr, Pf). This orthogonality condition gives 

which implies 

We will show that the sign of III in (5.43) will determine the stability of the periodic 

solution near the bifurcation point. 

Theorem 5.4 The spectrum ofE+ is an'interval of positive length if III :I O. fl,lo7'f

over f07' {l = -av[d2{t)] sufficiently close to {lo, the corresponding positive periodic 

solutions in a small neighborhood of (.RO, AY, LY, 0, {lo) are asymptotically stable if 

III > 0 and unstable if III < O. 
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Proof: The proof is similar to Theorem 5.2, we will only give an outline. 

So = (fi;O, 0, {lo) is a solution of (5.32). For {l = Po, the linearization of (5.32) at 

So has one Floquet exponent e equal to zero, the other Floquet exponents have 

negative real part. We need to determine what happens to the Floquet exponent e 

of bifurcating solution (A,'p;) for {l close to Po. 

Using the Lyapunov-Schmidt expansion of the solution given by (5.39) a.nd the f 

expa.nsion e = el f + e2f2 + . ". Following the same procedure as Theorem 5.3, we 

can obtain the result that el = -/-lI' 
The Theorem follows from this. • 

A straightforward application of Model II theory, using the expression (5.43) for 

/-l1 and periodic oscillations of small amplitude (around their means) of the various 

coefficients in Model II, to get specific examples where coexistence occurs, leads to 

extremely difficult and cumbersome calculations. It was practically impossible to 

carry those mathematical calculations. However, we can get some results, which 

partially satisfy us by considering a specific example in the following section, and 

analytically arguing, using the theory in Model II and a continuity argument that 

Model I results are valid for Model II in some special cases, namely when Q'i'S are 

periodic oscillation of small amplitude around thier means, and {Ns are of order f. 

We suspect that this is true if Pi is periodic oscillation of small amplitude around 

their means. The numerical work done for this Model II confirm the results above. 

We used the coefficients that led to coexistence cases for Model I ( both numerically 

and analytically), in the numerical simulation of ModelII. That led also t.o coexis

tence for both species.(See Figures in Section 5.6). 
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5,4 A special case 

In this section we consider equations (5.32) with Pi = O. This case may be taken 

as an approximate model for species that have slow growth efficiency coefficients. 

In this case the model equations (5.32) reduce to 

(aYR' - (~(t) - R)D(t) - h(t, R)Al - h(t, R)A2 

(b) A~ 
Q' 

- -dj{t)Aj + Ji(t, R)~Aj 
Si 

(c) Li 
Q' 

- -dj(t)Lj + Ji(t, R)-iAi 
s· , 

(d) P: 
Q' 

(5,4.5) - -dj(t)Pi + Ji{t, R)-iAj 
s· , 

The R and Ai equations (5,45a) and (5,45b) decouple and have the form studied 

in Chapter 3 i.e. of Modell. The results in Chapter 3 and 4 thus apply to system 

(5,45) with arbitrary periodic coefficients (satisfying assumptions 2 and 3, and for 

nutrient uptake functions satisfying assumption 1). 

As a specific example, take Ji(t, R) to be of Michaelis-Menten type 

Cj(t)R 
Ji{t, R) = aj(t) + R 

where aj(t) are the half saturation or Michaelis-Menten constants and Cj(t) are the 

maximal consumtions rates. In this case, the condition (see Theorem 3.2) for the 

stable coexistence of both species in (5,45) becomes 

/11 = av [hR(KJ)R1 ::] > 0 (5.46) 

where (]{J, A~, L~, PP) is the periodic solution of the one species, one resource model. 

All cases studied for Modell in Chapter 3 can also be considered for this model. 

The analysis and results are similar, since the (R, AI, A2 ) equations in (.5,4.5) decou

ple and are of the form studied in Model I. 
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Now consider equations (5.32) with coefficients satisfying the assumptions made 

in Section 5.3, under the assumption that the growth efficiencies are " small"; i.e. 

{3i = (3i( f.) where (3i(O) = 0 and f. is a small parameter. This case may be taken 

as a model for a species that have slow growth efficiency coefficients. 'Ve can ap

ply Theorem 5.3 to get a continuum ~+ = {(PI' P2 ; P)} c Bi(p) x ~ such that 

(itA) = (R,A I ,LI ,PI,A2,L2,P2) E ~+ - (XO,O;po) is a positive solution of 

(5.32) with d2(t) = -fi + dg(t) ( po is given in Theorem 5.3). By Theorem 5.4, for 

{1. = -av[d2(t)] sufficiently close to Po, the corresponding positive periodic solutions 

are asymptotically stable if PI > OJ i.e. the two species stably coexist if /11 given by 

expression (5.43) is positive. 

Now PI = /11(t:) and /11(0) = PI = av [hR(RD)RI;;l Hence, by continuity in 

f., /11(f.) > 0 if /11(0) = PI > O. Thus, all Model I examples hold for Model II when 

f. is small. 

5.5 Average individual size 

For Model I we proved that the average weight of each species is governed by 

a non-autonomous logistic equation, whose solution asymptotically approaches the 

unique periodic solution of a periodic logistic equation. We defined the "asymptotic 

average size" of a species to be the time average over one period of this unique 

periodic solution. We studied how this size is related to a species competitive 

advantage and found that there is no clear cut relationship between competitive 

success and a species average individual size. Moreover, equal or different species 

size can stably coexist under suitable conditions. 

We would like to study the same problems for Model II equations(.5.32). 
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We start by defining the averages 

It is straightforward to show using equations (5.32) that the average weight and 

average length of individuals in each species are governed by the following periodic 

system of differential equations 

[Ail' = fi(R) [QiSil[Ai] + ~.BdLi] - QiSi3[Ai]2] 

[Ld' = fi(R) [QiSi2[Ai] - Qisi 3[Ai][Ld - ~i 1 (.5,4 7) 

where OJ, .Bi are periodic functions of time. We also assume in this section that the 

consumption functions heR), i = 1,2 are such that R E B+(p), which is true if we 

consider a positive periodic solution on the bifurcating branch ~+ (Theorem 5.3). 

Furthermore, fi(R) > 0 for R E B+(p) by assumptions 1 and 2 in Chapter 3. 

To study these equations and the possible existence and stability of positive pe

riodic solutions is extremely difficult. Thus, we have to make further simplifying 

assumptions in order to calculate the asymptotic avera.ge lengths and average weights 

of individuals. 

For example, if we assume that .Bi = O. Then we can show that there exists a 

unique positive periodic solution p = p(t) of the system 

[Ai]' = fi(Ro) [QiSi 1 [Ai] - QiSi 3[AiF] 

[Li)' = h(Ro) [QiSi 2[Ai] - QiSi 3[Ai][Li]] . ( 5.48) 

Using this res~lt we will also show that for .Bi = o( f) sufficiently small, there ex

ists one and only one periodic solution of (5.47); belonging to a sufficiently small 

neighborhood of the periodic solution p = p(t). 
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Theorem 5.5 Assume that all the coefficients in (5.47) are periodic of period p and 

Pi = O(E). Under those assumptions, for all E sufficiently small, (5.47) has a unique 

periodic solution X(t, E) of period p, and X(t, E) -+ pet) as E -+ 0 where pet) is the 

unique p-periodic solution of {5.48}. 

Proof: For Pi = O(E), (5.47) is of the form 

X' = g(X, t, E) 

where X = ([Ai], [LiD. For f = 0, we obtain (5.48). (5.48a) is a periodic logis-

tic equation which is known to have a unique globally attracting posit.ive periodic 

solution [AI]'", Upon dividing (5.48a) by [Ai] and integrating over one period we 

obtain 

(5.49) 

or equivalently 

(5 .. 50) 

Let GI be the Green's function associated with 

GI exists since -av [flRo)Qisr3[Ai]'"] '# o. 
For [Ai] = [Ai]'", (5.48b) can be solved for [Li]'" by using the Green's function Gt (t, s). 

Hence pet) = ([Ai]·, [Li]'") is the unique nontrivial periodic solution of (5.48). 

The linear variational system of (5.47) relative to the solution pet) is 

(a) P~ - fi(Ro) (QiSr1 - 2Qisr3[Ai]*) Pi 

(b) q: = fi(Ro) (QiSi2 - QiSi3[Li]'") Pi - Qisi3/i(Ro)[Ad*qj. (5.51) 
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We will first show that (5.51) has no nontrivial periodic solution. 

Suppose (5.51) has a nontrivial periodic solution. This implies that one of the 

Floquet exponents is equal to zero. But the Floquet exponents are given by 

el = av [f,(Ro) (a,si1 
- 2a,si3 [A,)*)] 

e2 = -av [f,(Hl)a,si3[Ai)*] 

and e2 =I 0 by (5.50). This implies 

av [Ji(Ro) (aisi1 
- 2aisi3[Ad*)] = 0 

which together with (5.50) implies 

a contradiction to (5.50). 

Hence (5.51) has no nontrivial periodic solution. Theorem 5.5 follows by Theorem 

[8, Page 348] .• 

Hence, when the growth efficiencies are small we can conclude that the average 

weight and the average length of individuals of a species asymptotically approach 

the unique positive periodic solution of (5.48). Using this result for this special case 

we can define the "size of a species" to be the time average over one period of the 

unique positive periodic solution of (5.48). The general results of Chapter 4, relating 

the size of a species to competitive success and coexistence, apply to this special 

case, since for Pi = 0, the average weight ·of individuals of a species are governed by 

a periodic logistic equation, which is similar to the periodic logistic equation that 

govern the average weight of individuals of species in ModelL Moreover, the two 

species one resource population dynamic is governed by equations (5.4.5), in which 
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the (R, At, A2) equations decouple, and the resulting system is similar to ModelL 



5.6 Numerical results 
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Figure 5.1: Coexistence of two similar species due to out phase breeding and de\'el
opmental schedules: 1\.1 = 1\.~(1 + ).cost), K2 = K.g(1 + II).COS(t + <1»). 

Ro = 10, D = 1, d1 = 0.5, d2 = 0.51, a1 = a2 = 1, CI = C2 = 1, ,,~ = "g = 0.5, 
WI = W2 = 0.5, 7}I = 7}2 = 0.5, <I> = 3.0, ). = 0.9, II = 1. 
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Figure 5.2: Coexistence of two similar species due to different amplitudes in the 
breedinganddeveloprnentalschedules: KI = K~(1+..\cost), K2 = Kg(1+vcos(t+¢)). 
Ro = 10, D = 1, dl = 0.5, d2 = 0.49, al = a2 = 1, Cl = C2 = 1, K~ = Kg = 0.5, 
WI = W2 = 0.5, 771 = 772 = 0.5, ¢ = 0, ..\ = 0.9, v = 2. 
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Figure 5.3: Coexistence of two similar species due to seasonal breeding and devel
opmental schedule of the resident species: 1\:1 = 1\:~(1 + ..\ cos t), 1\:2 = I\:~. 
Ro = 10, D = 1, d1 = 0.5, d2 = 0.49, al = a2 = 1, Cl = C2 = 1, K~ = Kg = K2 = 0 .. 5, 
WI = W2 = 0.5, 771 = 772 = 0.5, ..\ = 0.9, ¢ = v = O. 
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Figure 5.4: Coexistence of two similar species due to seasonal breeding and devel
opmental schedule of the invading species: KI = K~, K2 = K~(1 + A cos t). 
JlQ = 10, D = 1, d1 = 0.5, d2 = 0.49, al = a2 = 1, CI = C2 = 1, ~l = I\.~ = ~~ = 0.5, 
WI = W2 = 0.5, 771 = 772 = 0.5, A = 0.9. 
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Figure 5.5: Coexistence of two similar species due to out phase feeding schedules: 
Cl = c~(1 + A cos t), C2 = 4(1 + VA cos(t + 4». 
JlQ = 1, D = 0.5, dl = 0.6, d2 = 0.55, al = a2 = 1, c~ = c~ = 1, 0'1 = 0'2 = 1, 
f3I = f32 = 1, 4> = 3.0, A = 0.9, V = 1. 
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Figure .5.6: Coexistence of two similar species due to different amplitude in the 
feeding schedules: CI = c~(1 + A cos i), C2 = cg{l + VA cos(t + ¢)) .. 
Ro = 1, D = 0.5, dl = 0.45, d2 = 0.35, al = a2 = 1, c~ = cg = 1. (11 = 02 = 1. 
PI = P2 = 1, A = 0.9, <p = 0.0, A = 0.9, V = 2. 
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Figure 5.7: Coexistence of two similar species due to seasonal feeding schedule of 
the invading species: CI = c~, C2 = eg(1 + A cos t). 
Ro = 1, D = 0.5, dl = 0.6, d2 = 0.59, al = a2 = 1, e~ = eg = CI = 1. 0) = 02 = 1. 
PI = f32 = 1, A = 0.9. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION 

We derived a model for two size structured population competing for a single un

structured resource in a chemostat, the effects of temporal variability were included 

by considering periodic parameters with small amplitude oscillations. The model 

derived is based upon a model of Diekmann, Metz, Kooijman and Heijmans [19] 

using Cushing [18] techniques. The same method could be used for constructing a 

competion model for an n structured species and a single unstructered resource. 

By considering length and volume respectively as the structuring variable, we ob

tain two systems of ordinary differential equations describing the dynamics of the 

population. Two simplifying assumptions have been made in the derivation of the 

ordinary differential equations. It has been assumed that for the individual of each 

species, the energy utilized for metabolic maintenance is negligible relative to the 

energy used for growth and reproduction, secondly juvenile stage have been ignored. 

We proved the positivity of the solutions starting at positive initial value, we also 

proved the existence of a continuum of positive periodic solutions that bifurcates 

from the positive periodic solution of the reduced system. We used the mathemat

ical approach of Cushing [14] which is based on an abstract bifurcation theorem. 

We also studied the stability of the positive periodic solutions near the bifurcation 

point. Those results have been shown for'both models. The approach used for those 

models can be generalized to a more general model of n structured species and for 

a more general function for the rate of change of the resource in absence of any 

species. We can prove the existence of a periodic solutions of the n species model 
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by repeated application of the bifurcation type mentioned previously, starting from 

the positive periodic solution of the resource equation in absence of any species ( 

Wi = 0, i = 1,···, n ). 

We also derived the model equations for the average weight of an individual of 

every species of the volume structured model. Under the simplifying assumptions 

that the resource uptake rate functions asymptotically approaches a periodic func

tional uptake, we show that the average weight are governed by a non autonomous 

logistic equation whose soulution approaches the unique periodic solution of a non

autonomous periodic logistic equation. 

In Chapter three, we illustrated the results by considering specific competition 

mechanisms. We see clearly from the examples we have considered that seasonal 

changes through out of phase and different amplitude periodicites is a major factor 

in promoting the coexistence of species. 

We also studied the relationship between competitive success and the size of a 

species by studying the properties of the periodic solution of the classical periodic 

logistic eequations in relation to temporal fluctuations. To do this we assume that 

the parameter fluctuations are of small amplitude relative to an average value, then 

use classical perturbation techniques for the analysis of the periodic solution. \Ve 

conclude that there is no clearcut relationship between competitive success and av

erage species size, the larger species is not always the winner, also equal and different 

size species can coexist. This agree with the fact that the second tenet of the SEH 

[23] (that larger species are more efficient competitors) is not always true, as the 

population dynamic is very complex. One of the complication that may arise in 

natural population and which has not been taken account of in most theoretical 
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studies, is the effects of temporal fluctuations on the population dynamics, as we 

could see in one of the examples that enviromental fluctuations favors the success 

of a smaller species in a sense we have precised earlier. 

We also derived equation for the dynamic of the average area and length of and 

individual of the ith species at time t. Again, under the simplifying assumptions 

that the resource uptake functional is periodic and the species are of slow growth 

(Le. the growth coefficient is periodic of order f ), we show that the solution asymp

totically approaches the unique positive periodic solution of the system (5.47). It 

is difficult to use the results of Chapter 5 in a straightforward manner in order to 

obtain specific examples illustrating various biological mechanisms. However we can 

argue again under the simplifying assumption that the species are of slow growth 

that the specific periodic biological mechanisms considered for the volume struc

tured population system also apply for the length structured system. The results 

on the relationship between competitive success and the average size of the species 

apply as well. 

The assumption that the species are of slow growth is a restrictive one in the 

length structured model, but was a necessary assumption for the mathematical anal

ysis carried out for this model. it would be of interest to obtain similar more rigorous 

mathematical results without the simplifying assumption made on Pi. 

On the other hand two simplifying assumptions have been made in t.he derivation 

of the ordinary differential equations. It was assumed for individual of each species 

that the energy utilized for metabolic maintenance is negligible relative to the en

ergy used for growth and reproduction, secondly juvenile stage were ignored. It will 

also be interesting to consider a model which includes metabolic maintenance costs, 
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we suspect that the approach we used for the length structured model would still 

be valid. 
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